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Join us for Plant Biology 2006, the annual meet-

ing of the American Society of Plant Biologists!

PB2006 takes place this year August 5–9 in beauti-

ful, historical Boston, Massachusetts. PB2006

offers seven major symposia, one special sympo-

sium on medicine and ethnobotany, and 28 mini-

symposia—and that’s just the science!  

If your goal is science education, then attend

any or all of the three special education work-

shops or participate in the grantsmanship and

digital art workshops. If starting or advancing

your career is an important focus, you might want

to consider attending one of the Sunday evening

career workshop sessions.

Plant Biology 2006 provides more than just sci-

ence. The program offers many formal and infor-

mal networking opportunities. The meeting is a

great conference for researchers, postdocs, and stu-

dents. It offers a place for future scientists with the

undergraduate poster session and a home for sci-

entists who work in primarily undergraduate insti-

tutions as well. For details check out the schedule

on pages 6–7, and to review all the topics covered

by the minisymposia, go to http://www.aspb.org/

meetings/pb-2006/schedule.cfm.

Read on for more highlights!

Getting to Know Boston
Boston bills itself as “America’s Walking City,”
and walking is by far the easiest way to get
around. Legend has it that the street pattern
originated as a network of cow paths, but the
layout owes more to 17th-century London and
to Boston’s original shoreline.

Famous for everything from Paul Revere to
the Red Sox, from Cheers and clam “chowdah,”
Boston is a city beloved by visitors and locals
alike. It’s part U.S. history lesson and part
modern metropolis, with attractions to suit
every taste and interest. Plus, it’s very easy to
get about either on foot or by the user-friendly
public transportation system, the “T.”

Boston has many great neighborhoods, and
the city’s rich ethnic heritage covers a broad
spectrum. There are more than 140 languages
spoken by residents from over 80 countries. All
this adds to the richness of Boston’s cultural
diversity, providing visitors with the best of the
old and the new.

This year’s meeting is in Back Bay, one of the
most popular neighborhoods since its creation
from a landfill in the 19th century. The area lies
between the Public Garden, the Charles River,
Kenmore Square, and Huntington Avenue and
is filled with impressive architecture.

For more information on
Boston, visit www.bostonusa.com.

Plant Biology 2006
Opens on August 5
in Boston!

Plant Biology 2006
August 5–9

continued on page 4
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Plants Mitigating Global Change

ORGANIZERS
Stephen P. Long, University of Illinois
Chris Somerville, Stanford University
Gerry Tuscan, Oakridge National Laboratories
Rick Dixon, The Samuel Noble Foundation

The major purpose of this year’s opening symposium is to create awareness

of the considerable potential of crops and croplands (especially in the United

States) for bioenergy (beyond corn ethanol) and increased carbon sequestra-

tion and the role that biotechnology has to play in the accelerated develop-

ment of new crops and trees for this purpose. Indeed, this may be a key

application of plant molecular biology over the next two decades. The major

focus will be on plants as renewable energy sources and on manipulation of

pathways so that plant root mass may be higher and residues less easily

biodegraded (and thus more likely to result in carbon sequestration in soils).

Symposium on Medicinal Plants and Ethnobotany
For many centuries indigenous cultures have treated ailments using a cornucopia of plants

with medicinal value. These medicinal properties are often due to a unique chemistry produced

in plants as a mechanism to survive biotic and abiotic stresses. Novel chemistry corresponds to

an underlying genome, which if further investigated would reveal yet-to-be discovered drugs

for daunting diseases, novel enzymes for industrial applications, and corresponding genes with

metabolic engineering potential in agriculture and medicine. The field of ethnobotany

explores the use of plants for medicinal or economic value and thereby provides clues for new

areas of promise in plant research as the field moves beyond model organisms.

SPEAKERS
Eloy Rodriguez, Cornell University
Alfredo Gomez-Beloz, Center for World Indigenous Studies
Camille Tipton, City University of New York and The New York Botanical Garden
Kevin Walker, Michigan State University
Jill Chavez, Cornell University

SESSION CHAIR
Eleanore Wurtzel, Lehman College, City University of New York

Fast Plants in Your Class
Join Paul Williams, the father of Fast Plants, and selected K–12 teachers in a four-hour work-

shop on growing and using Fast Plants, rapid-cycling Brassicas, in your classroom. This hands-

on workshop will introduce you to the latest growing methods and genetic stocks for investi-

gating growth, development and reproduction, nutrition, Mendelian and non-Mendelian and

quantitative genetics, physiology, tropisms, growth regulators, and photosynthesis. K–12

teachers attending the workshop will provide perspectives on what works and what is needed

for plant science in their classroom. All resources used in the workshop will be referenced to

www.fastplants.org. The workshop is limited to 24 participants, including invited teachers.
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Plant Biology 2006

New England Aquarium

Faneuil Hall Marketplace

Sailboats in the Charles River

Opening Symposium:

Features and Highlights



Using Case Studies to Augment Science Teaching

SUSANNAH GAL
Associate Professor, Biological Sciences, Binghamton University, New York

Much scientific classroom material is presented to students without giving them ways to see
how the material applies to their everyday life. Case studies are a means for covering content
and putting a personal spin on the topic to make the learning fun and rewarding.

A group at SUNY-Buffalo has collected a large number of cases that are in many different
scientific courses, including plant biology, biotechnology, molecular biology, and biochem-
istry (see http://ublib.buffalo.edu/libraries/projects/cases/case.html). This workshop will
introduce participants to these cases by taking them through one case as a student. This active
learning approach will be discussed with regard to the other cases available at SUNY-Buffalo
so that participants can consider incorporating one or more
in future classes.

Susannah Gal has written two cases for the SUNY-
Buffalo collection. She has used these cases in molecular
biology and cell biology classes for five years and believes
they are a great way to engage students in learning course
material.

Preparing Digital Art

MIKE HEPP
The Sheridan Group, Hanover, Pennsylvania

Submitting papers for publication in the “Digital Age” is
faster and more convenient than ever before. However,
preparing digital figures can be a challenge. Given the dif-
ferent kinds of software available and the variety of figure
types, it’s difficult to know how to create figures that will
provide the quality needed for publication.

Mike Hepp works with The Sheridan Group, which
produces Plant Physiology and The Plant Cell. He will pre-
sent an overview of the best ways to create and submit fig-
ures. This presentation will give you an understanding of
digital art from the ground up, including tips on how to
design figures with the proper resolution, file type, and
color space.

The session will address the use of preflight tools avail-
able online and integrated through Bench>Press, the peer
review system used by ASPB’s journals.

Bring your questions! There will be plenty of time to
share your own experiences creating digital art.
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Fenway Park

Opening Reception and Mixer in Exhibit Hall
Complimentary for attendees; $10 for non-registered guests.

“Boston Tea Party”
Complimentary reception sponsored by ASPB Sections. Meet the Editor
of Plant Physiology, Don Ort. Complimentary for attendees and Plant
Physiology editorial board members.

Undergraduate Networking Poster Session
Complimentary for attendees.

Small Colleges/Primarily Undergraduate Institutions
(PUI) Networking Breakfast
Preregister—attendance is limited. $10 per person.

Minority Affairs Committee–Sponsored
Speaker and Luncheon
Preregister—attendance is limited. $20 per person; postdocs and students
$12 per person (subsidized).

Career Workshop I: Where Are the Jobs?
Attendance is very limited—must preregister. Register for only one career
workshop. $10 per person.

Career Workshop II: Getting and Keeping a Job
Attendance is very limited—must preregister. Register for only one career
workshop. $10 per person.

Women in Plant Biology Committee–Sponsored
Speaker and Luncheon
Preregister—attendance is limited. $20 per person; postdocs and students
$12 per person (subsidized).

Plant Runners Stampede—5k Fun Run
Each runner receives a complimentary Plant Biology 2006 tee-shirt—limited
to 30 people. $30 per person.

Final Farewell Reception 
Beer, snacks, and music…say goodbye to all your colleagues.
Complimentary for attendees; $10 for non-registered guests.
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The Weather
The average temperature during August is a
high of 84°F/26°C and a low of 64°F/17°C.

Traveling There—ASPB’S
Discount Airfare Program
More than 40 airlines serve Logan International
Airport with many direct and nonstop flights
daily from all over the world. This year we have
arranged discounts with several airlines for peo-
ple traveling to Plant Biology 2006. Visit our
website: http://www.aspb.org/meetings/
pb-2006/airtravel.cfm.

Amtrak also runs trains directly from New
York and Washington, DC, to Boston’s Back Bay
Station, which is half a mile from the Hynes
Center, Hilton Back Bay, and Boston Marriott
Copley Plaza.

Transportation to and from
Boston’s Logan Airport

By Taxi
Journey time from downtown Boston is approx-
imately 30 minutes, depending on traffic.
Taxi fare is about US$30.

By Bus/Van Shuttle
Here are some of the many companies that run
shuttle services to and from the airport (and
may offer student discounts):
• Back Bay Coach operates a shared van ser-

vice from the airport to many Boston hotels;
617-746-9909

• City Transportation operates from Boston
hotels; 617-561-9000

• Logan/Boston Hotel Shuttle has services
from many downtown hotels to Logan
International Airport; for reservations call
877-315-4700

• JC Transportation offers group rates from
Logan International Airport. Shuttles leave
every 20 minutes from each terminal and
travel to Boston hotels including the Hilton
Back Bay and the Boston Marriott. They also
offer student discounts; call 800-517-2281
for current rates and to make reservations.

The Famous “T” (Boston’s subway system)
You can travel to and from the airport via the
“T” for about US$1.25 each way. To plan your
subway travel, visit http://www.mbta.com.

See you in Boston!
Don’t miss the sessions, the networking, and a chance to enjoy a great city . . .

Register online at http://www.aspb.org/meetings/pb-2006/.
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The Daily Schedule
SATURDAY, AUGUST 5
7:00 am 9:00 pm Registration Open, with Coffee

7:00 am 9:00 pm Speaker Ready Room Open

9:00 am 5:00 pm Exhibitor and Poster Setup

11:00 am Noon Undergraduate Networking Poster Session

11:00 am Noon ASPB Sections Tea Party

1:00 pm 2:00 pm President’s Opening Address and Awards Ceremony

2:00 pm 4:00 pm ASPB Awardees of Hales, Bogorad, and Shull Symposium
Speakers: Bob Buchanan, winner of the 2005 Hales 
Award and the 2006 Bogorad Award, and Krishna Niyogi,
winner of the 2005 Shull Award

4:00 pm 4:20 pm Coffee Break

4:20 pm 6:20 pm “Plants Mitigating Global Change”
Organizer: Stephen P. Long

7:30 pm 8:30 pm Perspectives of Science Leaders

8:30 pm 10:30 pm Opening Reception and Mixer in the Exhibit Hall

SUNDAY, AUGUST 6
7:00 am 8:30 am Small Colleges/PUI Networking Breakfast

7:00 am 6:00 pm Registration Open

7:00 am 6:00 pm Speaker Ready Room Open

7:00 am 11:00 pm Posters Open

8:30 am 11:40 am Major Symposium: “Gibbs Medal, Genome Scale Biology”
Organizer: Joseph Ecker

9:30 am 6:00 pm Exhibits Open

Noon 2:00 pm Minority Affairs Committee Luncheon

2:00 pm 5:10 pm Major Symposium: “Legumes—Genomes to Biology”
Organizer: Douglas R. Cook

3:40 pm 4:10 pm Coffee Break

5:10 pm 7:10 pm Exclusive Poster and Exhibit Session
Even-numbered abstracts 5:10 pm–6:10 pm,
odd-numbered abstracts 6:10 pm–7:10 pm

6:00 pm 7:00 pm USDA Reception in Exhibit Hall

7:10 pm 9:40 pm Education Workshop

7:10 pm 11:00 pm Career Workshop I: Where Are the Jobs?

7:10 pm 11:00 pm Career Workshop II: Getting and Keeping a Job

8:40 pm 10:10 pm Digital Art Workshop

Schedule subject to change; check our on-site program.



MONDAY, AUGUST 7
7:00 am 11:00 pm Posters Open

8:00 am 4:30 pm Registration Open

8:00 am 4:30 pm Speaker Ready Room Open

8:30 am 11:40 am CSPP’s President’s Symposium: “Tree Physiology and Genomics”
Organizer: Dr. Robert D. Guy

9:30 am 2:00 pm Exhibits Open

Noon 2:00 pm Women in Plant Biology Luncheon

12:30 pm 2:00 pm TAIR Workshop I

2:00 pm 3:40 pm Minority Affairs Symposium: “Medicinal Plants and Ethnobotany”
Organizer: Elli Wurtzel

2:00 pm 3:40 pm Minisymposia (4)

3:40 pm 4:10 pm Coffee Break

4:10 pm 5:50 pm Minisymposia (5)

7:00 pm 8:30 pm Grantsmanship Workshop

7:00 pm 8:30 pm Case Studies in Classrooms

7:00 pm 8:30 pm Application of Protoplast Systems Workshop

8:30 pm 11:00 pm Exclusive Poster and Exhibit Session
Odd-numbered abstracts 9:00 pm–10:00 pm, even-numbered abstracts 10:00 pm–11:00 pm

TUESDAY, AUGUST 8
6:00 am 7:45 am Plant Runners Stampede—5k Fun Run

7:00 am 11:00 pm Posters Open

8:00 am 4:00 pm Speaker Ready Room Open

8:00 am 4:00 pm Registration Open

8:30 am 11:40 am Major Symposium: Ion Channels and Cellular Signaling
Organizer: Julian I. Schroeder

9:30 am 2:00 pm Exhibits Open

12:30 pm 2:00 pm TAIR Workshop II

2:00 pm 7:00 pm Exhibit Breakdown

2:00 pm 3:40 pm Minisymposia (5)

3:40 pm 4:10 pm Coffee Break

4:10 pm 5:50 pm Minisymposia (5)

7:00 pm 11:00 pm Final Party—Disco Night! Wear your ’70s clothes!

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 9
7:00 am 2:00 pm Posters Open (remove posters by 2 pm)

8:00 am Noon Speaker Ready Room Open

8:00 am Noon Registration Open

8:30 am 10:10 am Minisymposia (5)

10:10 am 10:40 am Coffee Break

10:40 am 12:20 pm Minisymposia (4)

12:30 pm 2:00 pm CSPP Annual Business Meeting

1:00 pm 2:00 pm ASPB Annual Business Meeting

2:00 pm 5:10 pm ASPB’s President’s Symposium: “Plant Responses to the Environment”
Organizer: Michael F. Thomashow

ASPB News,Vol. 33, No. 3 • 7
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versity) and postdoctoral (Ronald
W. Davis, Stanford University) men-
tors, who worked together as gradu-
ate students at Caltech and who once
again are working together at Stan-
ford. I often find myself referring the
advice they provided me to my stu-
dents and postdocs. Equally impor-
tant has been the fantastic daily
interactions that I have had with my
plant biologist colleagues at Penn
(Cashmore, Binns, Poethig, Daldal,
Rea) and Salk (Chory, Weigel,

Umen, Long, Noel). These great folks have
provided me with mounds of sage advice,
without which I certainly would have ven-
tured down some Escher-like path with no
end in sight! Also, important to me is my
long-time friend and collaborator, Salkis
Theologis. He introduced me to the field of
plant hormones and continues to guide me
and “keep me straight,” as he likes to put it.
Last I have had the unending support (and
understanding) of my wife of 28 years, Gail
—who puts up with my regular absence—
allowing me to fulfill the overcommitted
schedule that I tend to keep!

Any additional comments?
Yes. An often underappreciated aspect of our
ability to carry out genome-scale biology is
the essential contribution made by our col-
leagues at the granting agencies. Without
visionary program people, most (if not all)
of the progress that our community has
made toward understanding the genome of
Arabidopsis most certainly would not have
been possible!

The election of Amasino, Ecker, and oth-
ers elected in April brings the total number
of active NAS members to 2,013.

The National Academy of Sciences is a pri-
vate organization of scientists and engineers
dedicated to the furtherance of science and its
use for the general welfare. It was established
in 1863 by a congressional act of incorpora-
tion signed by Abraham Lincoln that calls on
the Academy to act as an official adviser to the
federal government, upon request, in any
matter of science or technology. �

ASPB President-Elect Rick Amasino and

ASPB member Joseph Ecker have been elect-

ed to the National Academy of Sciences, the

Academy reported April 25.

Amasino is Wisconsin Distinguished Pro-

fessor of Biochemistry, Department of Bio-

chemistry, University of Wisconsin–Madison.

Ecker is professor, Plant Biology Laboratory

and Genome Analysis Laboratory, Salk Insti-

tute for Biological Studies, San Diego.

“This distinguished recognition of Rick

Amasino and Joe Ecker is appreciated and

supported by scientists throughout the plant

biology community. Rick and Joe have made

extraordinary contributions to plant science,

their colleagues, and their students. We’re

proud to have them as members of ASPB, as

colleagues, and now as members of the Acad-

emy,” commented ASPB president and NAS

member Michael Thomashow.

“Election to the Academy is considered

one of the highest honors in American science

and engineering,” said Ralph Cicerone, who

became president of the Academy in 2005.

Barbara Schaal, an NAS member since 1999

who was elected last year as the Academy’s

first woman vice president, noted, “This year’s

new class represents outstanding accomplish-

ment in a wide variety of disciplines.”

Following are comments by Rick Amasino

in response to questions from the ASPB News

regarding his election:

Who informed you of your election?
Mike Thomashow gave me the surprising

news via telephone.

What are your comments on receiving this
recognition?
To the extent that we have made progress, that

progress is due in large part to my good for-

tune to be in a great department at the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin and to have had wonderful

colleagues as graduate students, postdocs, and

undergraduates in my lab.

Who would you like to recognize for contri-
butions to your career?
In addition to the contributions noted above,

I thank Carlos Miller, my thesis adviser, for

putting up with me as a graduate student

Amasino, Ecker Elected to National Academy of Sciences 

Rick Amasino
© UW-Madison University
Communications

and for his continued encouragement

through all the years since graduate school,

and my postdoctoral advisers, Gene Nester

and Milt Gordon, for their support and

encouragement, and all of the other great

colleagues I had in the Nester/Gordon group.

The list of great colleagues at Wisconsin is

too long to name, but I want to particularly

note my gratitude to Tony Bleecker and Mike

Sussman for their friendship and efforts to

continue my education.

Following are comments by Joe Ecker about

his election:

Who informed you of your election?
My long-time colleague and friend Tony

Cashmore called me at 5 something a.m.

from Washington, DC, with the news. There-

after, I was congratulated by at least 10 or

more NAS section 25 (plant biology) mem-

bers on the same call—the content of which

is still somewhat fuzzy.

What are your comments on receiving this
recognition?
I am deeply honored to be elected a member

of the NAS. Of course, this is as much (or

more) a recognition of the excellent group of

researchers (students, postdoctoral fellows,

visiting scientists, and staff) that I have been

so privileged to have worked with since start-

ing my laboratory 20 years ago (1987–2000) at

Penn and now at the Salk (2000 to present).

Who would you like to recognize for contri-
butions to your career?
Paramount in shaping my career has been
my PhD (Richard W. Hyman, Stanford Uni-

Joe Ecker

People
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State of Texas, Governor, and TTU Value Wilkins’ Research

National Academy of Sciences Awards Medal, Prize to ASPB
Member Sabeeha Merchant
ASPB member Sabeeha Merchant has been

awarded the National Academy of Sciences

(NAS) Gilbert Morgan Smith Medal—a

medal and prize of $20,000 awarded every

three years for excellence in published

research on marine or freshwater algae. The

public announcement was made January 18,

2006, in a news release from NAS.

Merchant is a professor of biochemistry,

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

and Molecular Biology Institute, University

of California, Los Angeles. She was chosen

“for her pioneering discoveries in the assem-

Career Award committee.

The medal was established

by a bequest of Helen P. Smith

in memory of her husband and

has been presented since 1979.

The awards were presented on

April 23 at a ceremony in Wash-

ington, DC, during the Acade-

my’s 143rd annual meeting. �

bly of metalloenzymes and

the regulated biogenesis of

major complexes of the pho-

tosynthetic apparatus in green

algae.”

“Sabeeha’s contributions

to plant biology are many and

varied. It is wonderful to see

her research honored by the

Academy in this manner!”

commented Crispin Taylor,

ASPB executive director. Mer-

chant is chair of the ASPB Early

ASPB Executive Committee member Dr.

Thea Wilkins has been selected to head the

new International Center for Excellence in

Agricultural Genomics and Biotechnology at

Texas Tech University (TTU). The center has

received nearly $2 million from the Texas

Emerging Technologies Fund, set up in 2005

to spur economic development in the state.

Texas governor Rick Perry announced the

award—the first to be given from the $200

million fund—at a February ceremony with

Wilkins. “When I proposed the Emerging

Technology Fund, this is exactly the opportu-

nity I had in mind,” Perry said. “She is, with-

out a doubt, the ideal candidate for the job.”

Dr. Wilkins is a world-renowned cotton

geneticist who has authored more than 75

journal papers and won $6.5 million in grant

funding from the National Science Founda-

tion and the U.S. Departments of Energy and

Agriculture.

Formerly the head of the Cotton Func-

tional Genomics Laboratory at the University

of California, Davis, Wilkins was enticed to

TTU late last year after a leading plant

biotechnology company donated $500,000 to

endow a professorship for the genetic

enhancement of crops. Wilkins has worked

financial means to attract other top re-

searchers, TTU aims to become the premier

agricultural research center.

Among the products that the team will be

working on are wrinkle-free business attire

and flame-retardant fabrics. �

with the German company, Bayer Crop-

Science, for six years and has created products

that will hit the market in the next few years.

Already an academic leader in cotton

research, TTU also has committed more than

$1 million over three years to provide equip-

ment and maintain a research staff for the

center. With Wilkins at the helm and the

(from left) Gary Lawrence, CEO of Lubbock Economic Development Alliance Inc. ; Thea
Wilkins; Governor Rick Perry; Texas Tech University President Jon Whitmore; and Mike Gilbert,
Global Cotton Manager, Bayer CropScience.

Sabeeha Merchant
Photo credit: Carol Petersen 

People
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Many ASPB members participated in the

Arthur M. Sackler Colloquium at the Nation-

al Academy of Sciences, Washington, DC,

held on April 3–5 and organized by Diter von
Wettstein, Roger Beachy, and Bob Goldberg.
The meeting brought together scientists from

government labs, universities, research insti-

tutes, and industry in a successful interaction

that demonstrated how basic and applied

plant sciences can intersect and cross-fertilize

to achieve solutions to global problems of

human health, economic development, cli-

mate change, and environmental stresses.

The conference, titled “From Functional

Genomics of Model Organisms to Crop

Plants for Global Health,” opened on Mon-

day evening with the Sackler Lecture given by

Senator Christopher Bond (see related story

on page 19). The second day’s lectures con-

centrated on research on the molecular biol-

ogy and biochemistry of defending against

diseases and pests and increasing the stress

tolerance of crop plants. David Baulcombe
(Sainsbury Laboratory, UK) and Claude
Fauquet (Donald Danforth Plant Science

Center) presented their research on improv-

ing plant resistance to viral pathogens.

Pamela Ronald (UC Davis) and Brian
Staskawicz (UC Berkeley) discussed bacteri-

al pathogens and the molecular mechanisms

involved in resistance in rice and tomato. Jeff
Dangl (University of North Carolina) and

Shauna Somerville (Stanford) discussed

plant immune systems and the plant cell wall

as a first line of defense. Fred Perlak (Mon-

santo) ended the morning session recounting

the success of transgenic plants like Bollgard

cotton against pests that reduce crop yields.

The afternoon speakers, Elizabeth Vierling
(University of Arizona), Jian-Kang Zhu (UC

Riverside), Kazuko Yamaguchi-Shinozaki
(University of Tokyo), and Yafan Huang (Per-

formance Plants, Inc., Canada), talked about

the various stresses that plants must cope

with, including temperature, salt, and drought,

and how research on mechanisms of tolerance

could improve the health and yield of crops.

On Tuesday evening, Barbara Schaal
(Washington University) gave the keynote

address on environmental and population

biology issues surrounding transgenic plants.

She noted that we need to carefully deter-

mine the risks of introducing genetically

modified organisms into the environment so

that we know how to manage them. Howev-

er, she noted that similar regulations should

be applied to traditional agriculture, which

can also be harmful to the environment.

The last day of the conference was devot-

ed to issues of human welfare and how plant

science could lead to improvements in

human health, welfare, and nutrition. In the

session on nutrition, Dean DellaPenna
(Michigan State University) noted that

micronutrient malnutrition affects 50 per-

cent to 80 percent of the world’s population

and discussed strategies to enhance plant

micronutrients, notably α-tocopherol, a

major lipid-soluble antioxidant in plants,

and the bioavailability to humans of iron and

zinc from plants. Eliot Herman’s (Donald

Danforth Plant Science Center and USDA)

research on genetically modifying soybeans

and other plants to remove allergenic agents

provided a counterpoint to fears that aller-

gens could be introduced by GMOs. He not-

ed the high medical cost of already existing

food allergies and the potential of genetic

modification in alleviating them. Brian
Larkins (University of Arizona) ended the

session with an account of research aimed at

improving the lysine content, and thus pro-

tein quality, of corn.

The second morning session, on seed

improvement, featured John Harada’s (UC

Davis) work on the genes that control

embryo and seed formation; Robert Fischer
(UC Berkeley) on genetic imprinting in seed

development and how it could be used to

increase seed size and prevent outcrossing of

GMOs to related species; and Ross Bicknell
(New Zealand Institute for Crop and Food

Research Limited) on increasing crop vigor

more quickly and cheaply than classical crop

science through apomixis. The morning

keynote address was given by Richard Flavell
(Ceres, Inc.) on improving crop biomass for

ethanol production, which could lead to bet-

ter energy security, cheaper fuel, higher farm

incomes, and lower greenhouse gases. He

noted that while easily described, these

efforts require resources, political will, and

an integrated economic model in which

feedstocks, storage, transport, and processing

would need to be closely coordinated.

The last session of the conference featured

a variety of talks on engineering crops for

various purposes, including vaccine produc-

tion (Charles Arntzen, Arizona State Univer-

sity); production of low glycemic index food

crops to counter the worldwide increase in

the incidence of diabetes (Jim Peacock,
CSIRO); improvement of tree crops for

materials, fuel, and social and environmental

value (Ron Sederoff, North Carolina State

University); strategies to remove cyanogenic

glucosides from cassava roots to improve

nutrition and exploit these compounds in

plant defense (Birger Lindberg Moller, Royal

Veterinary and Agricultural University, Den-

mark); and novel cropping systems that con-

serve water and fertilizer and prevent soil

erosion (James Cook, Washington State Uni-

versity).

The final keynote was given by Calestous
Juma (Kennedy School of Government, Har-

vard University), who gave us a perspective

on the perceptions and acceptance of new

foods and crops throughout history, noting

that the controversies about GM foods are

not new but have been echoed in the past

and throughout the world as new foods were

introduced to different countries and cul-

tures. As an example, he gave a stimulating

account of the resistance to the introduction

of coffee as a beverage, the safety of which is

still under debate 250 years later. Coffee was

banned in the Middle East, in Britain, and in

Germany at various times and was demo-

nized in much the same way as current

“Frankenfoods.” Juma closed his address with

a discussion of the policy implications of

GM foods and crops that need to be

addressed, notably, perceptions of risks and

benefits; finding ways to fit new products in

with existing practices and infrastructures,

taking threats to social, economic, and politi-

cal order into account; and the importance

of trade, trust, and compromise in the grad-

ual adoption of new technologies. �
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Most of the ASPB membership is probably

familiar with the recent ruling by Judge John

E. Jones against the school board of Dover,

Pennsylvania, for its efforts to introduce stu-

dents in science classrooms to the latest itera-

tion of creationism, known as intelligent

design (ID). Several colleagues have told me

that they are glad this matter is now settled;

they presume that Judge Jones’s decision will

preclude similar attempts by other school

boards. However, the decision applies only to

the Dover school district; therefore (para-

phrasing the great American philosopher

Yogi Berra, who reportedly said “It ain’t over

til it’s over”), although we are beyond Dover,

the movement to place ID into science class-

rooms ain’t over.

One reason I suspect that some of my col-

leagues thought the “Dover decision” might

have settled this issue is the clarity, logic, and

strength of Judge Jones’s ruling (for example,

Judge Jones referred to the Dover school

board’s stance as “breathtaking inanity”). I

urge anyone whose interest in science

extends beyond their own field of study to

read the decision (1). At only 139 double-

spaced pages, it’s an easy read and certain

parts are quite entertaining.

After the Dover decision, proponents of

creationism were in the news. For example,

former presidential candidate Pat Robertson

declared on his television show, “I’d like to

say to the good citizens of Dover: If there is a

disaster in your area, don’t turn to God, you

just rejected Him from your city. And don’t

wonder why He hasn’t helped you when

problems begin, if they begin. I’m not saying

they will, but if they do, just remember, you

just voted God out of your city. And if that’s

the case, don’t ask for His help because he

might not be there” (2). If you are curious as

to whether Pat Robertson has much of an

audience, consider the theme of a series of

books that have displaced John Grisham’s

novels as the best-selling adult books in the

United States (3).

A major issue facing science educators,

typified by Robertson’s remarks, was clearly

stated by George V. Coyne, a Catholic priest

and director of the Vatican Observatory, in a

recent AAAS-sponsored symposium for sci-

ence teachers (4): “One of the biggest prob-

lems you teachers face, and I face, and I hesi-

tated very long to say this, is evangelical

Christianity based on a literal interpretation

of Scripture… It’s deeply rooted in American

culture—we can’t wish it away…Science was

born… [around] the 17th century…How

could there be any science in Scripture? It did-

n’t exist [when the Scriptures were written].” I

would add to Reverend Coyne’s point that

perhaps the biggest threat is from those who

exploit a literal interpretation of Scripture for

political and economic gain; such exploitation

benefits from manufacturing controversy.

Many religious leaders agree with Rev-

erend Coyne’s view about a literal interpreta-

tion of Scripture and that science and reli-

gion are not mutually exclusive. For example,

over 10,000 clergy have signed a letter on this

topic (5). The letter has become known as

“The Clergy Project”; the project began in

response to an anti-evolution policy passed

by a school board in Grantsburg, Wisconsin.

Recognizing that it ain’t over, a member

of the Wisconsin House of Representatives,

Terese Berceau, and a staff member, Thomas

Powell, set out to draft legislation designed to

ensure that only science is presented as such

in science classrooms in the state of Wisconsin.

I have been fortunate to have the opportunity,

along with several colleagues, to provide advice

regarding this legislation. In fact, my writing

these notes for the ASPB News resulted from

the idea that it might be of interest to repro-

duce here a recent article from The Journal of

Clinical Investigation (6) that discusses our

efforts in Wisconsin, summarizes some of

the history of the controversy surrounding

the teaching of evolution, and provides sev-

eral links to web resources on this topic.

Beyond Dover: It Ain’t Over
Readers are encouraged to visit www.aspb.org/newsletter/mayjun06/ to take advantage of the many active links in this article.

A press conference at which Wisconsin State Representative Terese Berceau announced the
introduction of the legislation. To her left is State Representative Spencer Black. A number of
scientists from the University of Wisconsin joined her.

continued on page 13
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Boyce Thompson Institute Mixes Science and
Entertainment in “Science Cabaret”
We’d just finished duct-taping garbage bags

over the windows when our Mars Man

showed up. He puts down his laptop and fid-

dles with cables and electric cords as we

sweep through to tape them to the floor.

Soon the first guests arrive. The room is dim-

ly lit with strands of red Christmas tree lights

and multicolored bulbs housed in funky

beaded lampshades. Scattered around the

room is a hodgepodge of mismatched couch-

es that look more like fixtures on student

porches than the auditorium seating our

speaker is used to. Tea candles decorating a

cluster of small tables and random local art

pieces covering the exposed brick walls add

to the lounge ambiance. After the room fills

up with equal numbers of gray-haired heads

and younger backpack-toting collegiates

sporting bike helmets, the bartender turns

down the space-themed music mix that’s

been playing.

Our Mars Man is Cornell professor Jim

Bell of the Mars Exploration Rover Mission.

Tonight he looks more like a young Johnny

Cash—retro-style shirt and all in black—

than a stereotypical goofy-haired scientist we

might picture behind the operations of an

advanced robotic “instrument deployment

device.”

Bell, animated and comfortable in this

casual setting, grabs the mic and takes the

standing-room-only crowd on an artsy pic-

torial tour of the Red Planet—“Postcards

from Mars”—which he caps with a reading

of John Updike’s poem “Duet on Mars.”

My partner in crime Shawna Williams

and I exchange glances of relief across the

packed room. After several months of plan-

ning, our first event looks to be a hit.

Two parts science, one part art and enter-

tainment, and generous portions of conver-

sation and inquiry make the cocktail of Sci-

ence Cabaret, a monthly event held at a

downtown Ithaca, New York, bar and restau-

rant that presents local research on engaging

topics to a broad audience.

Shawna, the public affairs officer at the

Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant Research

(BTI), and I had developed the idea of start-

ing a science café in Ithaca over a lunchtime

conversation months earlier. Inspired by cov-

erage of a handful of similar cafés that had

been cropping up across Europe and the

United States, we bounced some ideas

around, and Shawna went back to work to

present the idea to BTI’s president, David

Stern. Days later we had funds and a blessing

from BTI to explore the idea.

We set up an advisory committee of cre-

ative minds from BTI and Cornell; named

the series; and brainstormed potential speak-

ers, topics, and strategies for twisting the

arms of busy rock-star scientists and con-

vincing them to shake down their science in

a fun and entertaining form. The arm twist-

ing, it turns out, was unnecessary. Now many

months after our inaugural event, our

monthly requests are met with enthusiasm.

In our first four events we featured two of

what National Public Radio would vote top

science stories of 2005, in addition to a

quirky presentation on the science and music

of the first electronic instrument, the

Theremin, and one on how a Cornell mathe-

matician crochets tangible models of hyper-

bolic space. Who knew non-Euclidian geom-

etry could be so cuddly?

Now in our second “season,” Shawna and

I worry less about whether people will show

up to what we feared might be perceived as a

geeky social event for introverted scientists;

now we worry about how we’re going to

accommodate the Cabaret’s diverse and

enthusiastic following in the small, intimate

space.

Why is BTI, an institute focused on plant

research, promoting general science topics

outside the realm of plants? According to

Stern, BTI’s mission encompasses not only

research, but also related societal issues. One

matter of concern to the institute is that the

general public is not keeping up with rapid

developments in research. “Science Cabaret is

not specifically plant-focused, giving BTI a

chance to play a broader role in public edu-

cation,” Stern points out.

When he became president of BTI in

Ithaca, he made public dissemination of sci-

ence a priority of the institute. “We hired

Shawna Williams as a public affairs officer,

and with her training in biochemistry and

Cornell professor of astronomy Jim Bell of the Mars Exploration Rover Mission kicked off
Ithaca’s Science Cabaret last September with his artful presentation,“Postcards from Mars.”
Science Cabaret, a monthly series of informal talks on science in a casual setting, is sponsored
by the Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant Research.
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However, the article was too long for this

forum. These notes I have written for our

newsletter are meant to serve as an intro-

duction and supplement to the article.

The interaction with Representative

Berceau stemmed from an op-ed published

in our local paper by my colleague Mike

Cox, entitled “Intelligent Design Is a

Threat, Not a Theory.” Representative

Berceau read the op-ed, contacted Mike,

and Mike assembled a group of colleagues

to help draft the legislation. (Writing op-

eds or letters to the editor can have an

impact.) The proposed legislation simply

states: “The school board shall ensure that

any material presented as science within

the school curriculum complies with all of

the following: 1) The material is testable as

a scientific hypothesis and describes only

natural processes. 2) The material is consis-

tent with any description or definition of

science adopted by the National Academy

of Sciences.”

The rationale for the legislation was to

provide parents with a clear cause of action

if a school board mandated the introduc-

tion of supernatural material into a science

curriculum (that is, to make it easier than it

was for the Dover parents). The legislation

does not attempt to ban the teaching of ID;

as noted by Representative Berceau in an

interview with our local paper, “You can

even include [ID] in a science class if you

want to say why it’s not a science. Other-

wise it should be taught in a history of reli-

gion class or social studies or philosophy.”

Note that the legislation does not target any

particular ideology like ID, in part because

the anti-evolutionists are adept at “evolv-

ing”—if ID as such was banned, a new iter-

ation of creationism would undoubtedly

reappear under a different name.

Representative Berceau held a press con-

ference on February 7, 2006, to announce

the legislation. (Whether this legislation will

actually be considered by our legislature

remains to be determined.) The press con-

ference was reported by the Associated Press

wire service. One local television station

carried the AP report on its website and

asked readers to vote on whether or not

they supported the legislation. The begin-

ning of the AP report reads as follows:

“Who should have control over how to

teach children about the origins of human

life? Two lawmakers say the decision should

be in the hands of the state.

Democrats Terese Berceau and Spencer

Black are proposing to ban the teaching of

intelligent design as a science.

The theory [ID] holds that the universe

was created by a ‘supreme being,’ rather

than evolution.”

This is one of many examples that we all

have encountered of misleading statements

about science in the press. The AP report

refers to ID as a theory (which scientifically

it is not) and states that ID theory claims

the “UNIVERSE was created by a ‘supreme

being,’ rather than evolution,” despite the

fact that evolution has nothing to do with

the creation of the universe. If one accepts

this mainstream media report, a vote in

favor of the legislation is a vote against the

idea that God created the universe! 

Pending legislation in several states

illustrates that it ain’t over. As noted in a

recent AAAS news release (7), Across the

United States, at least 14 pending laws—

including Missouri HB 1266—differ in lan-

guage and strategy, but “all would weaken

science education,” said AAAS President

Gilbert S. Omenn, professor of medicine,

genetics and public health at the University

of Michigan, Ann Arbor. “The AAAS Board

of Directors opposes these attacks on the

integrity of science and science education,”

he added. “They threaten not just the

teaching of evolution, but students’ under-

standing of the biological, physical, and

geological sciences.” A few years ago there

was even an attempt by U.S. Senator Rick

Santorum to insert anti-evolution language

into the No Child Left Behind Act (8). If

you wish to follow anti-evolution efforts,

visit the website of the National Center

Dover, continued from page 11

science writing, she was well positioned to

help BTI with this aspect of its mission,” Stern

noted. “Shawna broached the idea of starting

a science café in Ithaca, which became incar-

nated as Science Cabaret.” The event has

been a huge success, as measured by the

crowds it draws and the eagerness of top-

notch researchers to participate.

“It’s a chance to discover surprising con-

nections between science and art and every-

day life,” Williams says.

“I think the standing-room-only atten-

dance at Science Cabaret speaks to its effec-

tiveness as much as anything,” adds Stern.

“We have to be careful not to let it become a

victim of its own success, because the inti-

mate atmosphere is clearly behind the wide-

spread acceptance of the science café format.”

Beyond exposure to unique and interest-

ing presentations in science, Stern and

Williams would like to be able to measure

the broader effectiveness of Science Cabaret.

“We would like to know, for example, if

attendees subsequently watch more NOVA,

read National Geographic, or, for the younger

ones, explore a career in science,” says Stern.

Williams and Stern have taken the lead in

seeking additional funding from the National

Science Foundation to expand the Science

Cabaret concept to reach new audiences,

including teenagers, seniors, and residents of

nearby Binghamton.

“We’re targeting people who might not

otherwise be exposed to science and making

it something everyone can understand,” says

Williams in discussing plans to expand the

project.

Science Cabaret is one of approximately

150 science café–type series that have been

launched worldwide in the past 10 years. To

learn more about science cafés in other cities,

or to start your own, you’ll find a wealth of

resources on the Internet. You can start your

search at one of these sites:
• http://www.sciencecabaret.org
• http://cafesci.pbwiki.com
• http://www.sciencecafe.net. �

Sarah Nell Davidson
Cornell University

snd2@cornell.edu

continued on page 14
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tionary trees in his ID book Of Pandas and

People). And if you have not already seen it,

view Inherit the Wind, the classic movie

about the Scopes “Monkey Trial” of 1925.

It is critical that we do whatever we can to

promote public understanding of science,

but we academics are often not well

equipped with information about how to get

involved. I hope that many of you will find

the time to read the JCI article (6) and to

explore the list at the end of this article,

which provides links to resources from

groups that have been on the front lines of

this issue for decades. A good place to start is

the National Center for Science Education

(http://www.ncseweb.org/25_ways.asp). �

Richard Amasino
ASPB President-Elect

amasino@biochem.wisc.edu

Old issues of Plant Physiology
Issues of Plant Physiology from 1940 through 2003 (minus 1978) are available to anyone who wants them.

Please contact Lawrence C. Davis at ldavis@ksu.edu.

for Science Education (http://www2.

ncseweb.org/wp/); at this site you can sub-

scribe to e-mail alerts of new developments.

A major force behind the ID movement is

the Seattle-based Discovery Institute, a so-

called think tank. William Dembski is a fel-

low of the Discovery Institute, and he had

the following comment after the Dover deci-

sion (9): “We can expect agitation for ID and

against evolution to continue. School boards

and state legislators may tread more cau-

tiously, but tread on evolution they will—the

culture war demands it!” He called Represen-

tative Berceau’s proposed legislation “a clear

sign that we are winning” (10) and noted on

his website (11): “I’m offering $1000 to the

first teacher in Wisconsin who 1) challenges

this policy (should it be enacted) by teaching

ID as science within a Wisconsin public

school science curriculum (social science

does not count); 2) gets him/herself fired,

reprimanded, or otherwise punished in some

actionable way; 3) obtains legal representa-

tion from a public interest law firm (e.g.,

Alliance Defense Fund); and 4) takes this to

trial. I encourage others to contribute in the

same way. Thank you, Wisconsin.”

In addition to the references cited above, I

found the “expert report” for the Dover case

from Michigan State University professor of

philosophy Robert Pennock quite informa-

tive (12; also see his excellent book, Tower of

Babel). If you are curious about the Dover

trial proceedings, a good place to start is with

the cross-examination of the ID proponent

Michael Behe (13; see, for example, pages

32–35, which examine his misuse of evolu-

continued from page 13

Commentary



For future meetings and activities of the

Mid-Atlantic Section, please see http://

www.aspb.org/sections/washington/. For

information about ATRIUM, see http://

www.life.umd.edu/labs/atrium/index.html. �

Heven Sze
MAS-ASPB Section Representative

hsze@umd.edu

Zhongchi Liu
MAS-ASPB Chair-Elect

zliu@umd.edu

Cherry Blossoms Welcome Spring Meeting in the
Mid-Atlantic Region
A joint meeting of the Mid-Atlantic Section

(MAS) of ASPB and the Seventh Annual

Minisymposium on Plant Biology was held

on the College Park campus of the University

of Maryland, just when the cherry blossoms

were at their peak. On the first day, March

31, undergraduate and graduate students and

postdoctoral fellows gave oral and poster

presentations. The quality of the talks was

impressive, making it difficult for the judges

to select the two Marsho Awardees. In the

end, Connie Yoon’s presentation, “Molecular

Cloning of JUAN, a Regulator of Arabidopsis

Leaf Development,” was selected as Best

Undergraduate Talk. Yoon is working in Dr.

Zhongchi Liu’s laboratory at the College Park

campus. Josephine Resnick received Best

Graduate Student Talk on “Reversion-to-

Ethylene-Sensitivity (RTE1) Encodes a Novel

Regulator of the ETR1 Receptor.” Resnick is

working on her PhD thesis under Dr. Caren

Chang at the University of Maryland, College

Park. The keynote speaker, Dr. Jian-Kang

Zhu (University of California, Riverside),

gave an excellent presentation on the role of

miRNAs and siRNAs in abiotic stress

responses in Arabidopsis. Crispin Taylor,

ASPB’s executive director, and Brian Hyps,

director of public affairs, were at the meeting

to update ASPB members on developments

and initiatives at ASPB and in public affairs

related to plant biologists.

The Seventh Annual Mini-Symposium

on Plant Biology was held on Saturday,

April 1. This annual event was organized by

ATRIUM (Arabidopsis thaliana Initiative at

the University of Maryland), which comprises

interactive laboratories at Maryland and

nearby universities, including Howard Uni-

versity in Washington, DC. ATRIUM was

established in 2000 to advance the University

of Maryland’s strength in plant research and

its focus on graduate and undergraduate

training in plant biology. The annual sympo-

sium provides a rare opportunity for plant

scientists in the region to interact in a relaxed

and informal atmosphere. The minisympo-

sium this year attracted nearly a hundred

participants from nearby colleges, universi-

ties, research institutes, industries, and grant-

ing agencies. Students and postdocs enjoyed

the talks, the free lunch, and the opportunity

to meet one-on-one with invited speakers.

Among the speakers were Don Nuss

(University of Maryland Biotechnology

Institute), Pam Green and Blake Meyers

(University of Delaware’s Delaware Biotech-

nology Institute), Scott Poethig (University

of Pennsylvania), Tai-Ping Sun (Duke Uni-

versity), Hajime Sakai (DuPont), Hong Ma

and Teh-hui Kao (Penn State University),

and Robin Buell (TIGR).

Below: Undergrad Emily Kleinhans
(left) from Goucher College pre-
sents her poster to Virginia
Sanchez-Puerta from University of
Maryland, College Park.

Right: Malini Jagdeo (left)
and Akelia Wauchope, two

graduate students from University
of Maryland, Baltimore County,

enjoy a lunch break.

Above: (from left) New members
Shunyuan Xiao (University of
Maryland Biotechnology Institute)
and Hua Lu (University of Mary-
land, Baltimore County) with
keynote speaker Jian-Kang Zhu
(University of California, Riverside)
and Crispin Taylor (ASPB execu-
tive director).
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satisfied with the status of women in cell

biology. They noted the small number of

women faculty, many untenured, and the

lack of women invited to give seminars or

speak at meetings. As documented in a

wonderful pair of articles by Laura Williams

(http://www.ascb.org/index.cfm?navid=112&

id=1531&tcode=nws3; http://www.ascb.org/

index.cfm?navid=112&id=1533&tcode=nws3),

these small beginnings grew into a vital

group that has had significant impact within

the society and in biology at large. Mary con-

tinued with her active support of career

development for women throughout her

career at NSF, ensuring that women were

represented equally on panels and at NSF-

supported meetings. These opportunities

were, and are, critical to development of suc-

cessful careers.

Good role models resemble someone you

would like to be, not just in accomplish-

ments but also in personal

style. Mary is quite remarkable

in her ability to remain grace-

ful under pressure. She once

joined a plant genome site visit

that really tested these skills.

We stayed at a hotel recom-

mended by the principal inves-

tigator leading the project we

were to visit. I know that the

members of the site visit team reading this

article will remember the hotel. The rooms

were dirty and noisy, and at least one con-

tained a health hazard. The worst part of the

experience for the NSF staff was attempting

to distract Mary so that she would not see

the enormous cockroach running past her

breakfast. We thought that we had succeeded

in this effort, but I realized later that we had

not. Mary laughed at each dreadful discovery

at the hotel, but she also made sure that none

of her staff ever had to stay there again.

Mary has always been very approachable

and has never waited for others to seek her

out. She made a point of meeting with as

many people as possible on her trips, includ-

Although the National Science Foundation

(NSF) has played a pivotal role in supporting

basic research in science and engineering in

the United States for more than 50 years, it is

remarkable how little known the agency is to

the general public. I recently showed my

agency identity badge at an airport security

check and was promptly ushered into the

holding area for an extra-thorough body and

luggage search. The Transportation Security

Administration employee did not recognize

the NSF name and was concerned that per-

haps the ID was a fake. Whereas most scien-

tists know quite a bit more than that, or at

least know about the directorate that funds

their research area, they often know a lot less

about the people who work there. I’d like to

take this opportunity to write about one per-

son at NSF whose career has had an extraor-

dinary impact on women in science, includ-

ing me. Her name is Mary Clutter and, for

baby-boomer scientists, she

has been the face of the Biol-

ogy Directorate for most if

not all of their careers. I had

the privilege of working for

Mary for the past six years,

and now that she has retired

I am at liberty to share my

observations of why she has

been so successful in foster-

ing women in science.

Mary recognized early on that women did

not have access to the same career opportuni-

ties that men had. We can laugh now at tele-

vision advertisements from the 1950s show-

ing women taking great pride in their new

kitchen appliances, but truly there were very

few career choices at that time. Instead of

passively bemoaning the lack of opportunity

for women researchers, Mary did something

about it. Women in Cell Biology (WICB;

http://www.ascb.org/index.cfm?navid=89)

came out of a discussion among a small

group of women, including Mary, on the eve

of the 1971 annual meeting of the American

Society for Cell Biology. The group was dis-

Mary has been

the face of the

Biology Directorate

for baby-boomer

scientists for most

of their careers.
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“

“We’re Changing the World!”
ing students and postdocs. It made a great

impact to be able to talk to someone like

Mary at such a junior stage of my career.

Even inside NSF, Mary would walk down the

hall when she was working at night or on the

weekends to see who was around and inter-

ested in talking about the important issues of

the moment. I learned a lot from those infor-

mal talks. By the way, the weather was never a

deterrent to such visits. When government

offices closed down during a major snowstorm

three years ago, I struggled across the street

from my apartment to take care of some

urgent tasks. As I sat in the still, dark NSF

building congratulating myself on my com-

mitment to the agency, Mary appeared in my

office. She had walked out in the snowstorm

and taken the Metro to get there. I didn’t feel

quite so self-congratulatory after that.

The best part of working with Mary is

seeing her excitement in everything she does.

Whether she is participating in a spirited

debate about funding a project or looking for

the “green flash” as the sun sets over the

Pacific, Mary is always enthusiastic about

new ideas. The Plant Genome Research Pro-

gram owes its visionary structure and much

of its remarkable impact to Mary’s ability to

embrace new ideas. Each year she addressed

the participants at the Annual Plant Genome

Awardee Meeting held at NSF. This venue

enabled Mary to find out what was on the

minds of the awardees and to tell them what

was on her mind. One meeting stands out

for me. Mary talked about the work support-

ed at NSF and the tremendous effect it was

having on advancing basic knowledge in

plant biology as well as training a new gener-

ation of scientists. She ended by saying,

“We’re changing the world!” Yes, we are,

Mary, and in no small part, because of you. �

Jane Silverthorne
Program Director

Plant Genome Research Program
National Science Foundation

jsilvert@nsf.gov

Women in Plant Biology

”
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Name: Anita Klein

Title: Associate professor, biochemistry

and molecular biology; temporary assign-

ment, program officer

Place of Work or School: University of

New Hampshire; on leave at the National

Science Foundation 

Research Area: Molecular population

genetics and evolution

Member since: early 1980s

1. Why has being a member of ASPB

been important?

ASPB provides a strong community

that stimulates me intellectually and

supports me emotionally. I read both

The Plant Cell and Plant Physiology.

2. Was someone instrumental in getting

you to join ASPB?

All of the faculty and graduate students

at Michigan State University–Depart-

ment of Energy Plant Research Lab,

where I did my PhD work, were mem-

bers. My postdoc adviser was a mem-

ber. It was natural for me to join as

soon as I could afford to.

3. What would you tell colleagues to

encourage them to join?

There are dozens of good reasons: ASPB

puts on great meetings (the recent Plant

Genetics meeting in Snowbird, Utah,

was fantastic), publishes excellent

books (Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo-

gy of Plants, by Buchanan, Gruissem,

and Jones) and journals (Plant Physiol-

ogy and The Plant Cell), and provides a

collective voice in communicating the

importance of our science to the pub-

lic. These things don’t happen without

a professional organization. Our organi-

zation has had excellent leadership and

really makes things happen.

4. Have you enhanced your career using

ASPB job postings or through net-

working at an ASPB function?

My first ASPB meeting was in Pullman,

Washington, in 1980, a few months

after the volcanic eruption of Mount

St. Helen. The science was great, but

what was most important for me was

the opportunity to meet investigators

who were recruiting postdocs. After the

meeting, my CV was passed on to

Oliver Nelson, Jr., another long-term

ASPB member. Oliver subsequently

made me an offer for my dream postdoc

position, a chance to work on Barbara

McClintock’s transposable elements.

5. Have you had any success at finding

candidates as a result of a job posting

at the Plant Biology meeting or on our

online Job Bank?

I haven’t had occasion to seek an appli-

cant.

6. Do you read print journals? If so,

where do you usually read them?

I read both The Plant Cell and Plant

Physiology. I usually read them in my

office, over lunch. Having the online

version is extremely helpful when I

want to look up older references: My

office is too small to hold back issues

for more than a couple of years.

7. What do you think is the next “big

thing” in plant biology?

Integrative plant biology—from genes

and molecules to complex phenotypes.

8. What person, living or deceased, do

you most admire?

It is hard to narrow this down to one

person: for science, Barbara McClin-

tock; for his impact on the modern

world, Nelson Mandela; for her long-

term creativity in science and her

efforts to help others, Debby Delmer.

9. What are you reading these days?

Jared Diamond’s Collapse and Cristina

Garcia’s The Aguero Sisters. I generally

have a couple of books representing

different genres on my bedside table.

10. What are your hobbies?

The same ones I’ve had since graduate

school: bicycling and cross-country

skiing.

11. What is your most treasured

possession?

The experience of watching the Boston

Red Sox win the World Series for the

first time in 86 years!

12. What do you still have left to learn?

How to contribute to making the world

a better place in my lifetime. �

ASPB members share a common goal of promoting the growth, development, and outreach of plant biology as a pure and applied science.
This column features some of the dedicated and innovative members of ASPB who believe that membership in our Society is crucial to the
future of plant biology. If you are interested in contributing to this feature, please contact ASPB Membership at info@aspb.org.
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Name: Andy McCubbin

Title: Assistant professor

Place of Work or School: School of Biolog-

ical Sciences, Washington State University

Research Area: Molecular aspects of plant

breeding systems and pollen tube growth

Member since: 1995

1. Why has being a member of ASPB

been important?

ASPB has been integral to my career,

providing me with a number of impor-

tant opportunities: presenting my work

at major national meetings, networking

with other scientists, two high-quality

journals in which I have been fortunate

to publish some of my work. I got my

faculty position through an advertise-

ment I first saw in the ASPB Job Bank.

Essentially, ASPB has provided an

important hub through which to com-

municate with a broad spectrum of

plant scientists.

2. Was someone instrumental in getting

you to join ASPB?

Not specifically, but I had become

aware of ASPB through Dr. Jim Ross, a

faculty member at the University of

Reading, UK, where I was an under-

graduate and graduate student. He had

joined while a postdoc at Michigan

State University in the 1970s and had

kept up his membership after return-

ing to the United Kingdom.

3. What would you tell colleagues to

encourage them to join?

As a plant scientist, if you join a single

professional society, I am not aware of

any that will provide as many benefits

as ASPB. Supporting the Society

through membership is essential to

help the organization continue to func-

tion effectively.

4. Have you enhanced your career using

ASPB job postings or through net-

working at an ASPB function?

Yes, I have made numerous contacts

with other researchers in my field at

annual meetings and have been able to

make poster and oral presentations on

my research. More specifically, I found

the job advertisement that led to my

faculty position posted in the ASPB Job

Bank.

5. Have you had any success at finding

candidates as a result of a job posting

at the Plant Biology meeting or on our

online Job Bank?

No. I have used the job bank to adver-

tise a position, which did result in a

considerable number of applications,

but ultimately I did not fill the position

through it.

6. Do you read print journals? If so,

where do you usually read them?

Rarely. I rely more on online resources.

When I do read print journals, it is

usually in our science library.

7. What do you think is the next “big

thing” in plant biology?

I am excited about the expansion of

genomic technologies to other, in some

cases “old,” model systems. The use of

Arabidopsis has clearly been amazingly

productive for studying basic plant

growth and development. On the other

ASPB members share a common goal of promoting the growth, development, and outreach of plant biology as a pure and applied science.
This column features some of the dedicated and innovative members of ASPB who believe that membership in our Society is crucial to the
future of plant biology. If you are interested in contributing to this feature, please contact ASPB Membership at info@aspb.org.

hand, given the vast diversity of form,

function, and life strategies found in

the plant kingdom, there is a vast

wealth of untapped resources, includ-

ing many classical model systems.

8. What person, living or deceased, do

you most admire?

Alexander Fleming, for showing us

that the most important thing in sci-

ence is not necessarily performing our

experiments flawlessly to obtain the

results we predict but rather to take

the time to notice and follow up on

strange or unexpected outcomes.

9. What are you reading these days?

As an untenured faculty member and

the father of two small boys, I do not

have a lot of time to read. Being in

this situation I find the New Yorker is a

great compromise, providing me with

excellent articles covering current

events, politics, some medical and sci-

entific articles, as well as short pieces

of fiction.

10. What are your hobbies?

I try to spend as much time as I can

with my family. I have two sons, ages

2 and 4. They are just getting to an age

where I can involve them in my “pre-

family” passions: camping and hiking,

mushrooming, and cooking.

11. What is your most treasured

possession?

A sense of humor.

12. What do you still have left to learn?

I do not have enough time to answer

that. The more I learn, the more I

realize how little I really know! �
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Senator Christopher (Kit) Bond (R-MO)

presented the keynote National Academy of

Sciences (NAS) “Sackler Lecture” on April 3

at the Sackler Colloquium:

“From Functional

Genomics of Model Organ-

isms to Crop Plants for

Global Health.”

Senator Bond is the

champion of plant genome

research in the U.S. Senate

and a leading advocate for

accepting modern tech-

nologies in plant science,

such as biotechnology. He

first sponsored the National

Science Foundation’s

(NSF’s) Plant Genome

Research Program in 1997 and has been the

leading supporter each year. The highly

regarded Plant Genome Research Program

has grown to $100 million this year with

Bond’s leading support. The Department of

Energy Office of Science and the U.S.

Department of Agriculture National

Research Initiative partner in plant genome

research with NSF.

ASPB member Roger Beachy of the Don-

ald Danforth Plant Science Center intro-

duced Senator Bond after Beachy was intro-

duced by NAS President Ralph Cicerone.

Beachy and ASPB members Bob Goldberg of

the University of California, Los Angeles, and

Diter Von Wettstein of Washington State

University organized the NAS colloquia,

which was attended by some 150 scientists.

Senator Bond said he and Beachy had

recently returned from a visit to India to dis-

cuss opportunities for scientists in India and

the United States to partner in plant science

research. Efforts by Senator Bond con-

tributed to a cooperative research effort

between the two nations. Bond is the leading

emissary of Congress to science communities

in Asian nations. He is a tireless advocate for

world acceptance of modern plant science

technologies as well as U.S.-produced,

enhanced agricultural products. ASPB Presi-

dent Michael Thomashow of Michigan State

University joined Bond and Beachy on the

most recent visit to India.

Reflecting on his last election campaign,

Bond said that despite experienced cam-

paign advisers’ wishes, he made a point of

speaking on the need for modern plant

research and acceptance of plant biotechnol-

ogy in his campaign appearances. Those

comments were generally met with silence

and blank faces, he recalled. Undeterred, he

continued to include this exhortation for

science on the stump. Finally, at the Univer-

sity of Missouri in Columbia, there was a

discernible positive reaction: “Six people

even clapped,” Bond said.

At the Sackler Lecture, Senator Bond

encouraged members of the science commu-

nity to increase education outreach efforts

supporting science. �

Public Affairs

From Functional Genomics to Enhanced Crops

ASPB member scientists in Missouri (four of whom are in
accompanying photos) are represented by the leading sup-
porter of plant research in the Senate, Senator Christopher
Bond. Senator Bond is joined by Roger Beachy, Sackler Collo-
quium organizer (upper left); Ralph Quatrano, ASPB past presi-
dent (upper right); and Jill Sackler, Henry Nguyen, and Doug
Randall (center photo). Bob Goldberg, Sackler Colloquium
organizer, is shown at right.
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On March 16 ASPB urged the House Appro-

priations Subcommittee on Science, the

Departments of State, Justice, and Commerce,

and related agencies to support the president’s

American Competitiveness Initiative (ACI)

and its request for an increase of $439 million

for the National Science Foundation (NSF).

The proposed budget for NSF represents

a 7.9 percent increase to $6 billion. The pres-

ident’s proposed increase for the Biological

Sciences Directorate is $31 million, or 5.4

percent. This funding will enable NSF to

continue to play its key role in establishing a

leadership position for the United States in

science and technology, ASPB noted in testi-

mony to the subcommittee. U.S. leadership

in a wide range of science disciplines is need-

ed to compete and survive in the increasingly

challenging global market. Following are

major portions of ASPB’s statement:

The ACI will double investment in

research over 10 years sponsored by the

National Science Foundation, Department of

Energy Office of Science, and National Insti-

tute of Standards and Technology.

The ACI provides increased investment in

research needed for continued growth of the

nation’s economy. The nation’s ability to gen-

erate job-creating industries, remain compet-

itive in the global market, and improve the

quality of life of consumers would be

enhanced through committee approval of

the president’s fiscal year 2007 budget

request implementing ACI.

Shifts are occurring in the world with

regard to ability to attract science talent and

in relation to government and private invest-

ment in research. Indicators such as number

of scientists entering the workforce and

increased success in publishing research find-

ings in peer-reviewed science journals show

that the United States may encounter

increased difficulties in competing with what

are now considered developing nations.

China, India, South Korea, and other

developing nations are following national

ASPB Urges Support for ACI, $439 Million Increase for NSF
policies that are increasing their capacity and

strength in science and technology.

China is an excellent example for further

consideration of what world neighbors/glob-

al competitors are doing in science and sci-

ence-related industries. A huge workforce of

qualified and inexpensive talent in science,

combined with a market of 1.3 billion con-

sumers, is making China particularly attrac-

tive to multinational companies.

Four years ago, there were 200 foreign-

invested research and development centers in

China. Today there are some 750. As the Wall

Street Journal reported March 13, 2006, Proc-

ter & Gamble Co. opened a research arm in

China in 1988 with just two dozen employ-

ees. Back in 1988, P&G employees in China

mainly studied Chinese consumer laundry

habits and oral hygiene. Today, P&G runs

five R&D facilities in China with approxi-

mately 300 researchers. They work “on every-

thing from Crest toothpaste to Oil of Olay

face cream.” New formulations of Tide laun-

dry detergent developed in the China-based

facilities now sell in markets beyond China,

including other parts of Asia, Eastern Europe,

and Latin America.

“We are developing capabilities in China

that we can use globally,” explained Dick Car-

penter, P&G technology director in Beijing.

In addition to a huge talent pool, includ-

ing about 1 million university graduates each

year in science or engineering, China is offer-

ing its students in the United States and oth-

er nations incentives to return once they

graduate. These incentives include generous

research grants and chances to run their own

R&D projects. Science graduates returning to

China can secure enough backing to build up

their own lab and even extend their research

in one direction for about 10 years, the Wall

Street Journal article noted.

In the United States, that same science

graduate would face extraordinary competi-

tion to win a federally sponsored research

grant award. In some areas of study in the

United States, the chances of a scientist suc-

ceeding with a competitive grant application

is no better than one in 10. Failure to win

research grant awards translates into an

abbreviated science career in academic

research.

China’s central government plans to

increase spending on science and technology

by nearly 20 percent this year. “China has

entered a stage in its history where it must

increase its reliance on scientific and techno-

logical advances and innovation to drive

social and economic development,” com-

mented Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao.

The United States continues to rely heavi-

ly on science students from China and other

nations to remain in the United States after

graduation to build their careers and new

job-creating technologies. However, more

graduates are expected to return home to

China and other countries where opportuni-

ties in science careers are now perceived to be

brighter. With the United States already con-

ceding far lower labor, land, and building

costs to global competitors such as China

and other nations, how long will our nation

be able to compete if we also concede preem-

inence in science and technology? 

If science and technology research and

development follow textile, steel, U.S. com-

pany–based auto production, and other

manufacturing industries moving beyond

our borders, the United States, already labor-

ing under record trade deficits, will be weak-

er on a relative scale to the new “producer

nations.”

More record trade deficits and higher

interest rates for our increasingly debtor

nation could be expected to result—signifi-

cantly driving up the costs to the federal

budget for debt service. It is possible that the

cost of the total federal science budget in

future years would be just a fraction of the

cost of the increase in federal debt service if

the United States loses science and technol-

ogy preeminence.

Public Affairs

continued on page 23
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On March 30 ASPB urged the Senate Appro-

priations Subcommittee on Agriculture, Rur-

al Development and Related Agencies to sup-

port the president’s FY2007 budget request

for $247.5 million for the U.S. Department

of Agriculture National Research Initiative

Competitive Grants Program (NRI). ASPB

requested a significant increase for the Coop-

erative State Research, Education, and Exten-

sion Service (CSREES) and Agricultural

Research Service (ARS) over the FY2006

appropriation. The department’s budget

request calls for spending reductions overall

in CSREES and ARS, but there are some

prospects in Congress for increased funding.

The testimony noted that NRI-funded

research performed by ASPB members has

led to major advances in enhancing and pro-

tecting the safety of the nation’s agriculture

and food supply. ASPB members also are

studying how plants accumulate nutrients in

order to develop crop plants with higher

nutrient content and are learning how plants

use water and soil nutrients (such as nitrogen

and phosphorus) in an effort to develop

crops that require less fertilizer, which would

have major environmental, economic, and

health benefits.

Advances in science made possible through

the NRI will enable farmers to reduce their

dependency on pesticides and antibiotics and

to protect the water supply, soils, and fragile

ecosystems, ASPB commented.

Research sponsored by the NRI contributes

to higher yields and safer foods. The NRI

contributes to the talent pool of agricultural

scientists in the states and nation to better

ASPB Seeks FY2007 Increases for NRI, CSREES, ARS
research agencies. As a result, to accomplish

an increase in award sizes, the NRI has had

to fund fewer grants. This has caused fund-

ing rates to plummet.

If such low funding rates are maintained,

it will cause many research labs to close and

make it difficult for universities to justify

maintaining faculty in these areas. It also will

make it very difficult to attract new students

and faculty into plant biology, just at a time

when the opportunities for rapid advance-

ment are unprecedented. A substantial

increase as requested by the president for the

NRI would lead to a higher number of

awards in plant biology and other areas. This

will result in more benefits in crop yields,

human health and nutrition, environmental

quality, clean energy production, and farm-

ing practices.

Continued support for a balanced

research portfolio in the department, includ-

ing extramural and intramural research, is

needed to address the many and sometimes

devastating problems farmers face in grow-

ing crops. CSREES and ARS continue to

address very effectively many important

research questions for American agriculture.

Committee on Public Affairs Chair Pamela

Ronald, committee member Roger Innes, and

President Michael Thomashow contributed

to development of ASPB’s comments. �

“
”

Research performed by ASPB members has

led to major advances in enhancing and protecting the safety

of the nation’s agriculture and food supply.

serve the needs of producers and consumers.

Without grant support from the NRI, the

agricultural research community in our nation

would be severely weakened, ASPB said.

Following are additional portions of

ASPB’s comments:

Research leading to improved energy

crops could boost economies in rural and

urban areas of America while reducing

dependence on foreign oil. USDA and DOE

reported in April how more than 33 percent

of our nation’s transportation fuels could be

supplied by homegrown biofuels compared

to the current 2 percent. This would help cut

the nation’s trade deficit while also reducing

carbon emissions. We applaud the Depart-

ment of Agriculture for its own and collabo-

rative efforts with the Department of Energy

and National Science Foundation to increase

basic understanding of plants for enhanced

production of biofuels. Advances in plant

research that have helped farmers give Amer-

icans the world’s lowest cost for food (as the

share of personal income) could also lower

fuel costs and stabilize energy supplies.

We have recommended in the past that

the NRI increase funding awarded for indi-

vidual research grants for both direct and

indirect costs, but not decrease the total

number of grants awarded. This requires

substantial additional funding for the NRI

program. Due to overall budget constraints,

the NRI budget for existing programs has

not increased at a rate to keep pace with the

higher grant award levels that are more com-

parable now to award levels from other

Public Affairs
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ASPB submitted testimony March 16 to the

House Appropriations Subcommittee on

Energy and Water Development in support

of the president’s American Competitiveness

Initiative, Advanced Energy Initiative, and

FY2007 budget request. The president’s

request calls for an increase of 14 percent, to

$4.1 billion, for the Department of Energy

Office of Science.

Included with the president’s budget

request is $255 million for the Chemical Sci-

ences, Geosciences and Energy Biosciences

Division. A total of $35.8 million within the

division is requested by the president for the

Energy Biosciences program.

ASPB also urged support for the presi-

dent’s request for Basic Energy Sciences, the

Chemical Sciences, Geosciences and Energy

Bioscience Division and the Energy Bio-

sciences program within the division. The

FY2007 request for Energy Biosciences is

$35.7 million—a substantial increase over

the current-year level.

Following is an excerpt from ASPB’s

comments:

We fully support the president in his State

of the Union Address in which he called for

the nation to conduct energy research for

biofuels to help break the nation’s addiction

to foreign oil. The president explained in the

State of the Union Address, and in subse-

quent talks in Tennessee, Minnesota, and

Colorado soon after, that research on plant

cellulose to produce ethanol, on switch grass,

wood chips, and other sources of bioenergy

could help transition a significant portion of

the nation’s transportation sector away from

imported gasoline to domestically produced

biofuels.

Research the [sub]committee supported

within the Energy Biosciences program led

to the landmark discovery of how to break

down plant cellulose into ethanol. We

applaud the committee for its support of

ASPB Urges 14 Percent Increase for Office of Science;
$35.8 Million for Energy Biosciences

basic research on plants and microbes within

the Energy Biosciences program and within

the Office of Biological and Environmental

Research to help make possible the presi-

dent’s achievable proposal to make domesti-

cally produced biofuels directly cost compet-

itive with gasoline.

As ASPB President Michael Thomashow,

University Distinguished Professor at Michi-

gan State University and a member of the

National Academy of Sciences, noted, with

the development of “genomic sciences” and

sophisticated new instrumentation, we can

now probe the life of plants at levels that just

a few years ago seemed, at best, to be wishful

thinking. Indeed, given the distance that we

have come since the plant sciences entered

the modern “molecular genetic era,” ushered

in with the advent of plant transformation

systems during the 1980s, the goal of under-

standing plant processes at a “systems” level

would not appear to be just a trendy pipe-

dream, but a real, attainable goal within the

not-too-distant future.

How will we use these powerful new

approaches and the insights that we gain

about basic plant biology? The answer is that

they will be used in many ways and have

many applications, ranging from the nutri-

tional enhancement of food products to the

production of biofuels and feedstocks for the

chemical and pharmaceutical industries. One

area that is particularly exciting is the devel-

opment of renewable energy sources.

“We are all well aware of the geopolitical

challenges that are posed by our current

dependence on nonrenewable sources of

energy. In addition, we are well aware of the

negative impacts that using many of these

energy sources can have on the environment,

such as emissions of greenhouse gases atten-

dant with the use of petroleum-based trans-

portation fuels. It would be wonderful if we

could replace petroleum-based transporta-

tion fuels with more environmentally friend-

ly biofuels produced from renewable “energy

crops.” For some people within the oil and

related industries, the doubt arises whether

this is even within the realm of possibility.

Could the United States, for instance, grow

and harvest enough “biomass” on an annual

basis to produce enough ethanol and bio-

diesel to significantly decrease our depen-

dence on petroleum-based transportation

fuels without jeopardizing the production of

food to feed the nation and to meet export

demands? 

This general issue was addressed in a joint

study by the U.S. Department of Energy and

U.S. Department of Agriculture released in

April 2005. The results were published in a

report titled “Biomass as Feedstock for a Bio-

energy and Bioproducts Industry: The Tech-

nical Feasibility of a Billion-Ton Annual Sup-

ply” (http://www.eere.energy.gov/biomass/

pdfs/final_billionton_vision_report2.pdf). In

particular, the study committee asked whether

the land resources of the United States would

be capable of producing a sustainable supply

of biomass sufficient to displace 30 percent

or more of our current petroleum consump-

tion, a goal that would require the produc-

tion of approximately 1 billion dry tons of

biomass feedstock per year. In short, the

study committee concluded that the answer

to this question is yes; that annually, U.S.

forest and agricultural lands have the poten-

tial to produce, respectively, over 360 million

and 990 million dry tons of biomass feed-

stock. Reaching these levels of biomass pro-

duction, however, will require a number of

developments, including changes in produc-

tion practices and significant increases in

crop yields. For example, cropland would

likely be managed with no-till methods, and

a 50 percent increase in the yields of corn,

wheat, and other small grain crops would be

required.

Using biomass feedstocks to provide sig-

nificant levels of renewable energy is an

Public Affairs
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exciting, inspiring vision for the future of

America and the greater world community.

The goal set by John F. Kennedy to put a

human being on the moon by the end of the

1960s served as a unifying theme that helped

nucleate efforts that led to spectacular

advances in science and technology and,

equally importantly, helped attract young

people to these areas of study. Setting nation-

al and international goals for producing

renewable, environmentally friendly energy

sources also has the potential to stimulate

important advances in science and technolo-

gy and to attract young people to these areas

of study. In regard specifically to plant scien-

tists, such goals also provide a framework for

integrating much of plant biology research.

Understanding plant growth and develop-

ment at a systems level feeds into increasing

biomass, as does understanding basic mecha-

nisms of abiotic and biotic stress tolerance.

Understanding how cell walls are synthesized

NSF is the leading supporter of universi-

ty-based research in many key areas, includ-

ing plant science. Contributions by universi-

ties conducting NSF-supported research to

the local economy also contribute to a

stronger national economy. With the higher

labor, housing, transportation, commercial

and industrial property, and related costs

found in the United States, compared to a

number of world nation competitors, federal

investment in science and education

through support of NSF is desperately need-

ed to help keep the nation’s businesses capa-

ble of competing.

NSF support for basic plant research con-

tributes to the local economies nationwide,

including rural areas, while helping to secure

the food supply of all Americans. As the first

step of every food chain, plants and research

on plants play an essential role in meeting

the nutritional needs of people here and

abroad. The NSF Directorate for Biological

and their composition determined not only

is fundamental to our knowledge of basic

plant biology, but also is a central issue in

biomass production and conversion. The

same can be said of understanding how

plants synthesize and regulate the production

of lipids and oils, as well as many other plant

constituents and processes.

Plant scientists have a fundamental role to

play in developing clean, renewable energy

sources, thanks in large part to the history of

strong support for the Energy Biosciences

program of this committee.

The rigorous standards consistently fol-

lowed by the Energy Biosciences program in

reviewing grant proposals and making

awards have contributed to the outstanding

success of the program. For example, research

sponsored by the Biosciences program led to

new findings on the capture of energy from

photosynthesis. This research led to the pre-

sentation to Biosciences program grantee

Sciences sponsors examination of basic

research questions on plants and other

organisms. A number of plant research dis-

coveries were cited by NSF among its most

significant advances in science over the first

50 years of the agency’s existence.

NSF supports world-leading plant

genomic research as part of the Plant

Genome Research Program. The National

Plant Genome Initiative Progress Report was

published January 2005 by the National Sci-

ence and Technology Council Committee on

Science Interagency Working Group on

Plant Genomes. The report noted, “Plant

genome research holds enormous promise

for solving global problems in agriculture,

health, energy and environmental protec-

tion. Much still remains to realize this

potential and the U.S. scientific community

is clearly working toward that goal.”

The report cited the importance of

research on economically important crops

Dr. Paul Boyer of the shared award of the

1997 Nobel Prize in Chemistry (biochem-

istry). Photosynthesis is an essential energy

conversion process upon which all life on

earth depends. Photosynthesis in plants is

nature’s way of utilizing sunlight to produce

chemical energy and to bring carbon dioxide

into biological organisms. Increased knowl-

edge in this area could lead to a better under-

standing of how to manage carbon dioxide

in the atmosphere. Further research in this

area also could contribute to development of

alternative energy sources.

Plants are a major source of renewable

and alternative fuels in the United States.

Greater knowledge of the basic biology of

plants will lead to further economies in

domestic production of renewable fuels.

The appropriations subcommittee and

committee make the primary decision about

what actual spending will be for FY2007. �

and on the model plant, Arabidopsis thaliana

—a plant with a small and simple genome.

Knowledge gained from the Arabidopsis

genome facilitates understanding of other

economically important plants through use

of comparative genomics. The Arabidopsis

2010 Project within NSF will provide scien-

tists with knowledge of the function of each

gene in Arabidopsis. This will lead to similar

discoveries in crops grown by America’s

farmers. This knowledge will help scientists

to develop superior crops that are domestic

sources of food, fuel, industrial chemicals,

fiber, and pharmaceutical products. These

advances will significantly benefit America’s

farmers and consumers.

Again, we urge you to support the presi-

dent’s American Competitiveness Initiative,

including the NSF budget request for 2007. �

continued from page 20

Public Affairs
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ASPB members Nick Carpita, Steve Moose,

and Ed Buckler explained the importance of

studies on plant cell wall and nitrogen use

during a congressional seminar held February

22 in the Longworth House Office Building.

The seminar, sponsored by the National

Corn Growers’ Association, was titled “Agri-

culture’s Future: Harvesting the Power of

Genetic Research.” The seminar was offered

to explain the positive impact that genetic

research will have on the environment,

health, and energy while it strengthens the

U.S. economy.

Carpita, of Purdue University, noted that

10 percent of a plant genome can be devoted

to the plant cell wall. Carpita explained

research to identify mutants in the model

plant Arabidopsis and in maize, each making

a different kind of cell wall. This comparative

genes study could lead to an understanding

of how to better convert corn stover into

ethanol, Carpita noted.

Secondary wall synthesis genes and their

importance to cell wall (biomass) production

for biofuels was explained by Carpita. He

said it will be possible to modify cell wall

composition to enhance ethanol production.

“Modifying the corn plant itself has great

potential for improving bioprocessing char-

acteristics,” Carpita said. “We will be able to

make alterations in lignin structure. Through

a combination of genetics and plant breed-

ing, we can improve the sugar yield.”

Buckler, of Cornell University, noted that

corn is the number one crop in the United

States, grown on 88 million acres. Corn is

found in 80 percent of our food products.

Some 8 billion pounds of fertilizer is used in

growing corn. Without fertilizer and pesti-

cides, the United States would need 2.2 times

more land to grow the same amount of corn,

Buckler noted. Without 20th-century plant

genetics, the United States would need 3.5

times more land to grow corn at the current

production level, he added.

The corn genome has 16 times greater

diversity than the human genome, Buckler

Agriculture’s Future: Harvesting the Power of Genetic Research

pointed out. He explained how plant breed-

ers have been exploiting that diversity for

many years to improve yields.

Production of biofuels from starch in corn

kernels yields a 1:3 energy output to input

ratio. Buckler said conversion of biofuels

from cellulose could increase the energy out-

put to input ratio to 4:1—an enormous gain

in energy output! Through genomic and

genetic research on plant cell walls, scientists

will be able to improve corn stover and

perennials species for enhanced cellulose-

based biofuels production, he said.

Moose, of the University of Illinois, said

one of the longest ongoing studies on corn

began in 1896 in Illinois and focused on pro-

tein and oil in seeds. At the inception of the

study 110 years ago, scientists selected 160

ears of corn for study of oil and protein

characteristics. Corn with more protein gen-

erally has less starch. High oil corn is a better

source of feed for poultry.

Early studies also determined that corn

yields increase in response to energy inputs,

such as nitrogen. Moose noted that the cost

of nitrogen fertilizer is increasing.

“What are the genes that mediate response

of corn to nitrogen?” Moose queried. He

explained that increased knowledge in this

area, combined with modern transformation

technologies such as biotechnology, can

speed up the process of improving corn.

Corn engineered to make more efficient

use of nitrogen could reduce the need for

costly nitrogen fertilizer inputs. Natural gas

is used in the production of commercial

nitrogen fertilizer, but natural gas prices have

spiked upward, Moose commented.

Enhanced corn needing less fertilizer inputs

also could reduce the amount of runoff of

nitrogen pollutants from farmlands into

streams and other freshwater sources.

Despite the overall staggering trade deficit

in the United States, corn is in strong

demand by trading partners. Moose noted

that China is the largest importer of U.S.

corn. To continue meeting world demand,

American corn growers will need enhanced

corn varieties in the future, such as those that

make better use of nitrogen.

The education outreach efforts of Carpi-

ta, Buckler, and Moose to influential audi-

ences help explain the opportunities federally

sponsored plant research offers to farmers

and consumers here and abroad. �
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(from left) ASPB members Nick Carpita, Steve Moose, and Ed Buckler explain to congression-
al staff the importance of studies on plant cell wall and nitrogen use.
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USDA Awards $5 Million for Barley Translational
Genomics Program
Lead PI Is ASPB Member Muelbauer 

Secretary of Agriculture Mike Johanns

announced on March 31 that the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture is awarding $5 million to

a consortium of scientists at 19 institutions,

led by the University of Minnesota, to identify

genes that produce higher yielding, higher

quality, disease-resistant barley.

“This research will help our producers

increase their competitiveness by producing

high-yielding, high-quality barley,” said

Johanns. “The knowledge acquired by this

research will be provided to scientists, grow-

ers, and industry breeders, continuing

USDA’s long history in promoting agricul-

ture research.”

The goal is to develop and use the tools of

genomics to develop new barley cultivars.

Scientists will develop a detailed genetic

“road map” of barley and proceed to identify

genes linked to important traits with molec-

ular markers in 10 breeding programs across

the country. Molecular markers are land-

marks in the chromosome maps that help

plant scientists identify specific chromosome

segments.

Researchers will use the science of associ-

ation genetics to identify genes controlling

yield, food and malt quality, and disease

resistance. Association genetics deals with

evaluating and measuring the degree of asso-

ciation between the molecular markers

(genes) and the traits of interest.

Marker-assisted selection technology

allows breeders to more precisely select the

best trait combinations for specific varieties.

For example, a plant scientist might mark a

combination of genes known to increase dis-

ease resistance. Breeders wanting the disease

resistance trait use marker information to

identify lines containing that specific combi-

nation of genes.

In addition, education and outreach will

be integral components of the project. Stu-

dents will be included in all aspects of the

projects to ensure that the next generation of

plant breeders is educated. Data and results

will be available to scientists, growers, and

industry through the project’s public website

at http://www.barleycap.org.

Lead principal investigator (PI) is ASPB

member Gary Muelbauer at the University

of Minnesota. ASPB members who also are

investigators in this research are Timothy

Close, University of California, Riverside;

Peggy Lemaux, University of California at

Berkeley; Mark Schmitt, USDA–ARS–Cereal

Crops Research Unit, Madison, Wisconsin;

Mitch Wise, USDA–ARS Cereal Crop

Research Unit, Madison, Wisconsin; and

Roger Wise, USDA–ARS, Ames, Iowa.

USDA’s Cooperative State Research, Edu-

cation, and Extension Service (CSREES)

administered the award through the National

Research Initiative (NRI). The NRI supports

research, education, and extension grants

that address key problems of national,

regional, and multistate importance in sus-

taining all components of agriculture. NRI

national program leader is Ed Kaleikau for

the translational genomics project.

Translational genomics research on

sorghum, wheat, and other crops was among

the areas identified in a USDA–CSREES

stakeholders’ workshop on plants and pest

biology held in 2002, coordinated by

Kaleikau, Liang-Shiou Lin, and Gail McLean

of NRI and by ASPB. USDA–CSREES had

awarded ASPB a grant to prepare the stake-

holders’ workshop held in Arlington, Vir-

ginia. A subsequent Plant and Pest Biology

stakeholders’ workshop was held in 2005 pre-

pared through a grant to ASPB from

USDA–CSREES. �

Important Dates in 2006

June 15 Pre-registration cutoff for Plant Biology 2006

July 1 Housing cutoff for Plant Biology 2006

August 5–9 Plant Biology 2006, Boston, Massachusetts

September (date to be determined) Mid-Atlantic Section Crab Feast, ASPB headquarters, Rockville, Maryland

October 10–14 The Biology of Transpiration: From Guard Cells to Globe, Snowbird Mountain Resort, Utah
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As reported in Science on February 24, a con-
sortium of public wheat breeders and scien-
tists at 18 universities led by the University of
California, Davis, will be awarded more than
$5 million to advance technology to rapidly
identify genes that may produce higher qual-
ity, disease-resistant wheat.

“This research will help U.S. wheat breeders
to improve wheat yield, develop drought-resis-
tant wheat, and help the environment,” said
U.S. Secretary of Agriculture Mike Johanns.
“We are proud to advance President Bush’s
goal to help keep America competitive by
supporting innovation that will improve our
quality of life and strengthen our economy.”

Useful quality and production traits on
the wheat genome will be marked with a new
technology called marker-assisted selection.
The genomic traits, once marked, are called
molecular markers and are landmarks in the
chromosome maps that help plant scientists

Wheat Genome Research Translates to Plant Breeding with
$5 Million USDA Grant

identify specific chromosome segments.
Breeders use these markers to increase their
precision in selecting the best trait combina-
tions for specific varieties. For example,
according to a news release by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture (USDA), a plant scientist
might mark a combination of genes known
to increase resistance to drought. Breeders,
who want that quality in their wheat, use
that information to know which gene combi-
nations to insert into their wheat line.

Researchers will work with USDA geno-
typing laboratories to provide analyses of
thousands of molecular markers needed to
insert the targeted genes into breeding lines.
The genetic information will be stored in
national databases and seed stocks deposited
in USDA’s Small Grain Collection, providing
long-term public access to genetic informa-
tion and resources for wheat breeders and
researchers nationwide.

The project includes an extensive out-
reach component to share information about
these new technologies with the public and
an educational program to attract new stu-
dents to agriculture and train them in mod-
ern and traditional breeding techniques.

USDA’s Cooperative State Research, Edu-
cation, and Extension Service (CSREES)
administered the award through the National
Research Initiative (NRI). It supports
research, education, and extension grants
that address key problems of national,
regional, and multistate importance in sus-
taining all components of agriculture. NRI
national program leader for the translational
genomics project is Ed Kaleikau.

Wheat genome research was one of the
areas identified in a USDA–CSREES stakehold-
ers’ workshop on plants and pest biology held
in 2002, coordinated by Kaleikau, Liang-Shiou
Lin, and Gail McLean of NRI and by ASPB. �

Science Special Issue Features ASPB Member
Research on Plant Volatiles
Seven ASPB members contributed to the
February 10 special issue of Science on plant
volatiles.

University of British Columbia professor
Steven Lund described the importance and
effect of volatile organic compounds in pro-
ducing flavor distinctions among wine
grapes. Although the function of many
metabolites in grape flavors is understood,
Lund suggests that identifying additional
volatiles may help vintners to produce high-
quality fruit and wine more consistently.

Erin Pichersky, Joseph Noel, and Natalia
Dudareva reviewed the evolution, structures,
and biochemistry of plant volatiles. They
described the processes by which volatile
genes have evolved as well as the modifica-
tions in the enzymes that have resulted in the
large variety of plant volatiles. They point
out that much remains to be understood

about biosynthesis and the transport, stor-
age, and emission of these substances.

University of Florida professor Harry
Klee coauthored a review of the role volatiles
play in signaling the nutritional value of
food. Research suggests that volatiles respon-
sible for what humans and animals perceive
as appealing flavors are often connected to
health benefits. On the other hand, synthetic
flavors may mask the poor nutritional value
of many foods and lead to increased health
problems.

Edward Farmer, professor at the Univer-
sity of Lausanne, coauthored a report on the
Science Signal Transduction Knowledge Envi-
ronment (STKE) website, which maintains a
database of cell signaling pathways called
connections maps. Farmer and his fellow
author wrote about plant signaling, particu-
larly the jasmonate signaling pathway, for

which a number of genes important in plant
defense and reproduction have been identi-
fied. The authors report new mutational
studies that may add new nodes to the jas-
monate pathway in the connections maps
database.

ASPB Executive Director Crispin Taylor
wrote an article for the ScienceCareers web-
site of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science. “Fruitful Pursuits:
Research Careers in Plant Science” was writ-
ten to excite students about the many profes-
sional opportunities afforded by studying
plants. Taylor describes how some of the
most significant biological findings have
been at the hands of plant researchers, such
as Gregor Mendel and Barbara McClintock.
Included in the article are personal stories
from an array of plant scientists on how and
why they chose their careers. �
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Many of you probably have heard of the

Council for Agricultural Science and Tech-

nology—better known by its acronym

CAST—at least a few times during your pro-

fessional career. Some of you may have used

one or more of its publications. However, I

suspect that many of you don’t know what

CAST’s mission is, what the organization

does for ASPB, or what it can do for you

individually.

CAST is composed of 37 member soci-

eties, one of which is ASPB, as well as several

categories of individual membership. It was

established in 1972 as a result of a 1970

meeting sponsored by the National Academy

of Sciences. One member of each society, an

individual member representative, an eight-

member executive committee, two ex-officio

board members, and an executive vice presi-

dent (EVP) make up the board of directors.

That board meets twice a year to conduct

CAST’s business and discuss ways to fulfill its

mission, which is to assemble, interpret, and

communicate credible, science-based infor-

mation regionally, nationally, and interna-

tionally to legislators, policymakers, regula-

tors, the private sector, the media, and the

public. The organization’s primary focus is

on creating reports that summarize and

interpret research data. It creates these

reports in several different formats, depend-

ing largely on the intended audience. But

regardless of the audience and the topic of

the report, CAST relies heavily on the volun-

teer efforts of its members and others in the

communities that it serves. Don Beitz,

Department of Animal Science, Iowa State

University, currently serves as president.

John Bonner is EVP.

CAST functions through four work

groups, five standing committees, and other

(special) committees that meet twice a year

in conjunction with the board of directors’

meetings. Work groups include Plant and

Soil Sciences, Plant Protection Sciences, Food

CAST: Infusing Science into Food, Agricultural, and
Environmental Issues

Sciences and Agricultural Technology, and

Animal Sciences. Standing committees

include National Concerns, Membership and

Marketing, Editorial and Publications, Science

Education, and Budget, Finance, and Invest-

ment. Each board member is a member of

one work group and one standing commit-

tee. Projects and publications originate in

the work groups, which send them to the

National Concerns Committee for considera-

tion. Approved projects and activities are

sent to the board of directors for a vote. The

EVP and CAST staff then work with the

work groups and a project liaison from the

board to facilitate the project.

ASPB members have been and continue

to be active in CAST or in CAST projects.

Anne Datko and Daniel Bush have repre-

sented ASPB at recent CAST board meetings.

Maarten Chrispeels was a coauthor of the

CAST Issue Paper 29 (2005), Agricultural

Ethics. Alan McHughen was an author of the

CAST Commentary QTA 2005-1, Adventi-

tious Presence, and a reviewer of the CAST

Commentary QTA 2005-2, Crop Biotechnolo-

gy and the Future of Food: A Scientific Assess-

ment. Vicki Chandler gave leadership to the

2005 proposal for a “National Center for

Plant Biosecurity,” which CAST and other

societies cosponsored. Jian-Kang Zhu, Ray

Bressan, Mike Hasagawa, Jose Pardo, and

Hans Bohnert coauthored “Salt and Crops:

Salinity Tolerance,” a success story in agricul-

ture featured in NewsCast (Winter–Autumn

2005), the CAST newsletter.

Recent and forthcoming publications that

may be of interest to ASPB members include
• Commentary QTA 2005-1, Adventitious

Presence
• Commentary QTA 2005-2, Crop Biotech-

nology and the Future of Food: A Scientific
Assessment

• Issue Paper 29, Agricultural Ethics (2005)
• Issue Paper 27, Bioenergy: Pointing to the

Future (2004)
• Issue Paper on “Postcommercialization

Gene Flow from Biotechnology-Derived
Crops: Policy and Research Considera-
tions.”

Individuals can join CAST for as little as

$60 per year, or $25 for students and $30 for

retirees. Individual memberships entitle

holders to online access to issue papers,

interpretive summaries or reports, and spe-

cial publications; Friday Notes (a weekly

round-up of relevant news and happenings);

and NewsCast.

As the current CAST board representative

from ASPB, I serve on the Plant Protection

Sciences working group and the Editorial and

Publications standing committee. In these

capacities, I welcome any questions, com-

ments, and suggestions for CAST publica-

tions, or issues that you would like to bring to

my attention. Although many ideas for CAST

actions originate within the working groups,

many others bubble up to the surface from

the grassroots. So if you have any ideas to pre-

sent or simply would like to learn more about

what CAST is and does, you can reach me by

e-mail or by phone at 304-274-8931. Also, the

CAST website is a very helpful tool through

which you can learn more about the organi-

zation. Please visit www.cast-science.org,

where you can become a member and obtain

CAST publications. Watch for future articles

about CAST in subsequent issues of the

ASPB News. �

Gary H. Heichel
Professor Emeritus, University of Illinois

garyiris.heichel@direcway.com

Public Affairs
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APHIS Regulations on Movement and
Release of Transgenic Plant Materials
Plant scientists who need to know regula-

tions concerning the movement and release

of transgenic plant materials into the United

States can review a number of U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture Animal and Plant

Health Inspection Service (APHIS) web

pages. ASPB member Fred Lehle of Lehle

Seeds points out that many plant scientists

sooner or later will need to comply with

these regulations. Links in the following list-

ing were provided primarily by Lehle for use

by ASPB News readers:

• The office charged with regulating biotech-

nology with APHIS is the Biotechnology

Regulatory Services (BRS), and its main

web page is http://www.aphis.usda.gov/

brs/index.html.

• The BRS page for APHIS 2000 forms and

the notification process is located at

http://www.aphis.usda.gov/brs/

fieldtesting_importation.html.

• A letter from the USDA describing the

APHIS 2000 application process is found

at http://www.aphis.usda.gov/brs/

permit_appl_letter.html.

• The Microsoft Excel spreadsheet that the

BRS uses to indicate the status of pending

and completed APHIS 2000 applications

is available at http://www.aphis.usda.gov/

brs/status/BRS_public_data_file.xls.

• The following site contains a link to APHIS

fact sheets: http://www.aphis.usda.gov/

publications/biotechnology/index.shtml.

• A new APHIS brochure, “Biotechnology

Regulatory Services: Ensuring Safety in

the Development of Genetically Engi-

neered Organisms,” has also been printed

by the agency and can be found at http://

www.aphis.usda.gov/publications/

biotechnology/content/printable_version/

BRS_Bro_FA.pdf.

We appreciate Lehle’s help in compiling

this list of valuable resources. �

Public Affairs

Future ASPB Annual
Meeting Sites

2006: Boston, Massachusetts
August 5–9

Hynes Convention Center

ASPB will hold its 2006 annual meet-
ing in conjunction with the Canadi-
an Society of Plant Physiologists, la
Société Canadienne de Physiologie
Végétale. Mark your calendars and
look for more information soon.

2007: Chicago, Illinois
July 7–11

Hilton Chicago

ASPB will hold its 2007 annual meet-
ing in conjunction with the Botani-
cal Society of America (BSA), the
American Bryological and Licheno-
logical Society (ABLS), the American
Fern Society (AFS), the American
Society of Plant Taxonomists (ASPT),
and the Phytochemical Society of
North America (PSNA). Mark your
calendars and look for more infor-
mation soon.

Plant Biology 2008
Mérida, Mexico

June 27–July 2, 2008

Plant Biology 2009
Honolulu, Hawaii

July 18–22

For more information go to
http://www.aspb.org/meetings/.
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Shoshana Kronfeld

Shoshana Kronfeld joined ASPB in March as the mem-

bership and marketing research assistant. Shoshana will

handle member communications and assist with market-

ing efforts. She was a temp with ASPB prior to being

hired. She has a master’s of science degree in educating

young children and previously was an elementary school

teacher. She lives in Gaithersburg, Maryland, with

Stephen, her husband of five years, and their adorable

son Ezra. We are pleased to welcome her to ASPB. �

New Staff
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Melissa Hamner, Trinity University

Project: Cross Protection Response Induced by UV-B

Exposure and Oxidative Stress in Spinach Seedlings

and Mature Plants

Mentor: James R. Shinkle

I would like to thank ASPB for honoring me with
this award. Since my freshman year, I have enjoyed
learning about the amazing ways plants interact and
respond to their environment. I have had an interest
in the auxiliary pigment and its benefits to human

nutrition. I am excited about the opportunity to further explore this area of
research this summer. I am also looking forward to attending the ASPB meet-
ing next summer and learning about the work of other plant biologists.

Emily Abrash, Stanford University

Project: Characterization of a Tissue-Specific Regula-

tor of Arabidopsis Stomatal Development

Mentor: Dominique Bergmann

I can’t believe I’ve been chosen as one of this year’s
Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship recipi-
ents! I am so grateful to the American Society of
Plant Biologists for this honor, and it will be a real
pleasure to devote the upcoming summer to full-
time research. I am also thrilled to be joining the

larger plant biology community and cannot wait to present my research at the
conference next year! I would like to take this opportunity to extend my deep-
est thanks to ASPB, to my mentor Dr. Dominique Bergmann, and to Dr. Susan
Singer, who first introduced me to plant biology. I am delighted and humbled
to be a 2006 SURF recipient, and I hope that my work will prove worthy of this
tremendous honor.

Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship 2006 Recipients

ASPB Undergraduate Fellowships

Fourteen students mentored by ASPB members were

selected to receive ASPB Summer Undergraduate

Research Fellowships (SURFs) for 2006. The $3,000

fellowship will permit each student to devote full-

time effort to his or her research project for a 10-

week period this coming summer. The award also

includes $500 to the mentor for lab supplies, a free

student membership in ASPB until August 2007, and

travel grant assistance to attend the 2007 ASPB Plant

Biology meeting.

This is the sixth year of the SURF program. In

previous years the program supported eight students,

but this summer the funding was increased to sup-

port 14 students. There were 14 Category A

(Research and Doctoral Universities) applicants and

9 Category B (Master’s Universities, Baccalaureate

Colleges, and Associate of Arts Colleges) applicants

for a total of 23 highly competitive projects. The

reviewers were impressed by the high quality of all

the applicants’ projects and the commitment of the

students and their mentors to their ongoing research.

The SURF program was once again co-chaired by

Mark Brodl, Trinity University, and Jon Monroe,

James Madison University. The co-chairs, who started

the program, express their appreciation to the ASPB

Executive Committee for providing ASPB Good

Works funds to support the fellowship program and

to the reviewers who contributed many hours in

selecting the recipients. Complete project descrip-

tions can be viewed at the ASPB website:

http://www.aspb.org/education/undergrad.cfm.

The committee hopes that this award will enable

these students to strengthen their interests and skills

in plant biology and to gain the satisfaction that

comes from asking and answering difficult questions.

ASPB mentors should check the ASPB home page,

starting in December 2006, for the next SURF

announcement. E-mail announcements of SURF

opportunities are sent to all members.

CATEGORY A
Research and Doctoral Universities

Alex Fauver, University of Utah

Project: Toward Molecular Cloning of URSULA, a

Possible Component of Arabidopsis P-Bodies

Mentor: Leslie Sieburth

I am so excited to be a recipient of the SURF grant
from ASPB and to be able to continue my research
this summer. This is a wonderful opportunity for an
aspiring plant biologist, and I am very grateful. I
want to thank the American Society of Plant Biolo-

gists for this acknowledgment and support. I would also like to thank my men-
tor, Leslie Sieburth, as well as Jaimie Van Norman and all the other great peo-
ple in the Sieburth lab for all their advice and guidance.

continued on next page

ASPB Education Forum
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Ludmila Rehak, Cornell University

Project: Investigation of the Mechanism by Which the Bioherbicide m-tyrosine Naturally Produced in Festuca Species

Inhibits Plant Growth

Mentor: Georg Jander

I am thrilled to have been selected to receive an ASPB Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship. I eagerly await
the summer, during which I will be immersed in the research environment with the intention of contributing to our
understanding of plant mechanisms. This opportunity represents the first exciting step into the scientific community.
I am also grateful for all the help provided by my mentor, Dr. Georg Jander.

Jonathan McKenzie, Ohio University

Project: Colocalization of GPS 2 and PIN Proteins to Demonstrate Their Role in the Signal Transduction in Gravitropism

Mentor: Sarah Wyatt

Plants have been my passion since I was young. Being awarded the ASPB Summer Undergraduate Research Fellow-
ship gives me the pleasure of pursuing the subject I love. This is an invaluable opportunity for me to conduct
research at an early stage on my path to becoming a plant molecular biologist. I am ecstatic and delighted at the
prospect! I am grateful to ASPB and my mentor, Dr. Sarah Wyatt, who is a source of inspiration and a tireless well-
spring of support in my development as a scientist.

Nathan Hood, University of Texas
Project: Testing the Effects of Extracellular ATP on the Growth Rate of Lily Pollen Tubes and a Signaling Pathway That
Could Mediate These Effects
Mentor: Stanley J. Roux

I’m excited to be able to continue doing research this summer through this ASPB fellowship. This will be a great
stepping-stone toward my goal of graduate school and a PhD. I would like to thank my mentor, Dr. Roux, for helping
me through the application process and offering space and equipment with which to do my experiments, and Tom
Risch, with whom I worked last summer. I’m honored to have been chosen, and I look forward to presenting my
results at the ASPB conference next year.

Jamie Jackson, University of Arizona

Project: Characterization of Pollen Tube Repulsion In Vitro Using Arabidopsis Mutants

Mentor: Ravishankar Palanivelu

Thank you, ASPB, for recognizing my potential and enthusiasm by granting me a SURF award. I believe this fellow-
ship will aid me in all of my academic research pursuits. I am honored to receive it and excited about my research
this summer. I am also grateful to my mentor, Dr. Ravishankar Palanivelu, and to Yiding Huang for their help and
support.

Melanie Lloyd, University of Vermont

Project: Effects of the eve mutant on Medicago truncatula

Mentor: Jeanne M. Harris

I would like to thank ASPB for this gracious award. This is a unique opportunity to continue my research of nodula-
tion in Medicago truncatula plants with Dr. Jeanne Harris. I am also eagerly anticipating the annual conference next
summer to learn about what the other students have been working on. Thanks again.

CATEGORY A Research and Doctoral Universities (continued from page 29)

Education
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Jacob Snelling, Colorado State University
Project: Evaluation of Oxalate Oxidase Activity in Oryza sativa
Mentor: Jan E. Leach

Fond greetings and my sincerest gratitude to ASPB for this fine opportunity to learn; the practical application of
knowledge is an invaluable experience that cannot be duplicated by reading a book. Growing up in the Mississippi Riv-
er Valley, I’ve seen my share of agricultural strife. The hard work involved in providing food, fuel, and clothing for the
masses has been a huge inspiration for my studies. I hope my work will contribute to these laborious endeavors, lead-
ing to higher quality and yield of crop plants. My past and future aspirations are only realized by the help and guid-
ance of my amazing wife, family, and the fount of knowledge that is collectively my lab mentors and companions. I
thank them all wholeheartedly.

Artur Romanchuk, The College of New Jersey

Project: Variation Among Native and Non-Native Broomsedge (Andropogon virginicus L.) Populations in Disease,

Physiology, and Growth

Mentor: Janet Morrison

I am very happy to be selected as a part of the SURF program this year. This is very exciting for me, because I can finally
devote myself to full-time research and learn what it is really like to be a biologist. It is very nice to be chosen by ASPB,
especially at this early stage in my scientific career, and I can be certain that it would not be possible without the exceptional
guidance of my mentor, Dr. Janet Morrison. I have always been interested in biology and especially interactions between
different but closely associated organisms, a subject which, thanks to ASPB, I can delve deeply into this summer. I cannot
wait to begin my work this summer and hope that it will aid me in my development as a person as well as a scientist.

Michael Galante, Canisius College

Project: Determination of steroid structure that facilitates enhanced electron transport rates at reduced environmental

temperatures in transgenic tobacco

Mentor: Robert Grebenok

Thank you very much to ASPB for selecting me for SURF. The generous funding will allow me the opportunity to
spend the time that I had hoped for to continue my research this summer. I would also like to thank Dr. Grebenok
for mentoring me through the process. I look forward to Boston this summer and presenting the fruits of my grant
work in Chicago.

Janina Mobach, King’s University College

Project: A Retrobiosynthetic Approach to Generate a Flux Map of Non-Photosynthetic Carbon Metabolism in the Alga

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii on the Basis of 13C-glucose Labeling Experiments

Mentor: Hank D. Bestman

I thank ASPB for awarding me a SURF for the summer of 2006. It is truly a privilege to be provided with this incredi-
ble opportunity to expand my love for learning. I look forward to exploring the research areas this fellowship will
present to me. Scientific research fascinates me, and I hope to continue to expand my knowledge of plant biology. �

Andrew Collins-Hed, Pennsylvania State University

Project: Manipulation of Amino Acid Composition in Tomato Fruit by Enzyme Modification

Mentor: Michael Campbell

I am most thankful for the SURF grant from ASPB. It will allow me to finish my research with tomato fruits and pub-
lish my work before I receive my B.S. I know it will open many doors for graduate schools and help me further my
career in biological research. Again I thank ASPB, and I am excited to be at the conferences in Boston and Chicago.

CATEGORY B Master’s Universities, Baccalaureate Colleges, and Associate of Arts Colleges

Education



T
here have been a number of successful
meetings on stomata in past years, start-
ing with a SEB symposium in Lancaster

in 1979, followed by meetings in Hawaii (1983), a
FESPP workshop in East Berlin (1989), a SEB
sponsored symposium in Canterbury in 1997, and
a meeting sponsored by New Phytologist in
Birmingham in 2001. This meeting will continue
and expand that tradition, using the topic of tran-
spiration as a focal point. In the past five years,
there have been rapid advances at several organi-
zational levels in the understanding and measure-
ment of the biology of transpiration. These areas
have developed separately, yet each has major
implications for the others. To catalyze needed
interactions among scientists working in diverse
areas, all aspects of water transport will be cov-
ered at levels spanning from gene expression to
global modeling, including:

• root water uptake
• regulation of water flow by aquaporins
• long distance transport and xylem hydraulics
• guard cell physiology and development
• mechanisms controlling transpiration from the

leaf to the globe. 

A goal of this meeting is to bring together
outstanding scientists from around the globe who
might not otherwise meet. To provide the partic-
ipants with an intimate retreat-like atmosphere
for debate and interaction, the meeting will be
limited to approximately 200 participants. The
meeting will include invited talks, talks chosen
from abstracts, and poster discussions; each day’s
program will cover topics at several organization-
al levels. 

Dominique Bergmann (Stanford University,
USA) A genomics approach to understand-
ing guard cell development 
Joseph Berry (Carnegie Institution, USA)
The stable isotopic signature of stomata in
the atmosphere
Michael Blatt (University of Glasgow, UK)
Vesicle trafficking and ion-channel regula-
tion in guard cells
Susanne von Caemmerer (ANU, Australia)
Stomatal behavior in photosynthetic mutants 
William Davies (Lancaster University, UK)
Root signaling of water status
Graham Farquhar (ANU, Australia)
Revisiting optimization theory and transpi-
ration efficiency
Carl Bernacchi (ISWS/University of Illinois,
USA) Stomata, evapotranspiration and
atmospheric change
David Fowler (Centre for Ecology and
Hydrology, UK) Rising tropospheric ozone:
the role of stomata in mediating damage 
Alistair Hetherington (Lancaster University,
UK) Signaling networks in guard cell
responses to ABA and CO2 
Rainer Hedrich (University of Würzburg
Germany) Guard-cell electrophysiology in
the intact leaf
N. Michele Holbrook (Harvard University,
USA) The interplay between the xylem and
transpiration 
Hamlynn Jones (University of Dundee, UK)
Remote sensing of stomatal behavior from
leaf to landscape

Christophe Maurel (INRA/CNRS, France)
Aquaporins and water transport through roots
Jennifer McElwain (The Field Museum,
USA) Functional adaptation of transpira-
tion to past climates and atmospheres
Russell Monson (University of Colorado,
USA) Landscape-atmosphere exchanges:
the role of stomata
Fred Sack (Ohio State University, USA)
Division regulation in Arabidopsis stomatal
development
Julian Schroeder (UCSD, USA) The
genomics and cell biology of guard cells 
Ken-ichiro Shimazaki (Kyushu University,
Japan) Blue light regulation of stomatal
function 
John Sperry (University of Utah, USA)
Coordination of stomatal and xylem function
F. Ian Woodward (Sheffield University, UK)
Vegetation dynamics and the role of stomata

GOLD SPONSOR 

SILVER SPONSORS

The Biology of Transpiration: 
From Guard Cells to Globe

Snowbird Mountain Resort, UT

October 10-14, 2006

Organizers: Sally Assmann, Steve Long, and Keith Mott

http://www.aspb.org/meetings/transpiration06

Confirmed Speakers and Tentative Titles

Plant Physiology Special Issue
Biology of Transpiration
January 2007
http://www.aspb.org/BiologyofTranspiration
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Education

On February 18 and 19, ASPB’s Education

Committee sponsored an exhibit during

Family Science Days at the American Associ-

ation for the Advancement of Science’s

(AAAS’s) annual meeting. Committee mem-

ber Jane Ellis and ASPB members from the

Donald Danforth Plant Science Center in St.

Louis worked in the exhibit, explaining to

parents and their children the important role

plants play in their lives. Other Family Sci-

ence Days exhibits included lab demonstra-

tions and kid-friendly science projects as a

means of illustrating the marvel of scientific

discovery.

Free pamphlets, posters, and bookmarks

describing the 12 principles of plant biology

were distributed to visitors. Additionally, in

vitro–propagated Venus Flytrap cultures and

ASPB’s new DVD “sLowlife,” developed by

ASPB Past President Roger Hangarter, were

on display. The DVD showing movements

that plants make mesmerized both adults

and children.

The most popular activity among the

children was trying to name how many

plants are needed to make a fast-food ham-

burger. Scientist and ASPB member Senthil

Subramanian said that many children were

amazed at how many plants go into produc-

ing a hamburger. Most had no idea that

plants were necessary to produce meat. “I

realized not many of them had thought

about it before,” he said. “The exhibits and

conversation helped get across some

thought-provoking information about plants

in their lives.”

Along that line, ASPB member Anita

Snyder asked kids if they thought they had

eaten any plants that day. Just a handful of

students could answer the question, she

remarked. “What I found particularly scary

were the parents who ‘helped’ their young

children by shaking their heads instead of

nodding,” Snyder said.

Teachers also were invited to the event.

One educator was concerned about the pos-

ASPB Members Bring Plant Science to AAAS’s
Family Science Days

sibility that genetically modified plants might

overtake a habitat, affecting biodiversity.

Subramanian was able to overcome this mis-

conception using modified Arabidopsis as an

example. The plant is used to detect land-

mines but is unable to germinate unless

sprayed with two hormones.

“I think we as plant scientists really have

our work cut out for us,” Snyder said. “If

people don’t think plants are important, then

it is not very important for the government

to fund plant science.”

Other Danforth researchers helping in the

exhibit included Zeng Qin and ASPB mem-

bers Sarah Hunter and Shunhong Dai. �

(from left) Jane Ellis, Sarah Hunter, Anita Snyder, and Sen Subramanian, from the Donald Dan-
forth Plant Science Center,helped out at the ASPB Booth during the AAAS Family Science Days.

Shunhong Dai explained some of the material on the sLowlife DVD. The DVD was a big hit,
and many teachers wanted to know where to get a copy.
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The USBG also offers scientists opportu-

nities to interact informally with the public.

At “discovery” carts, touchable objects such

as plant parts, tissue culture vials, plant

products, flasks of chlorophyll extract, and

the like are laid out to attract attention. Their

curiosity sparked, visitors become engaged

and feel empowered to ask questions. After a

few hours at a cart, an “undercover” scientist

can learn a lot about effective communica-

tion with the public, and it can be an enor-

mously rewarding experience.

Whether it is in the grocery store, the

garden, the pharmacy, or elsewhere, advances

in plant sciences quickly manifest themselves

in ways that affect every life. It is understand-

able that people sometimes feel victimized by

change they didn’t ask for and don’t under-

stand. In making their work accessible, scien-

tists can share the excitement of discovery

and soothe unease while building public

support for research. After all, in the words

of David Byrne, we all live “a scientific

lifestyle,” whether we want to or not. �

Christine Flanagan
Public Programs Manager

U.S. Botanic Garden

Talking Science to John Q. Public: Is It All Just Geek to Him?
Relatively few scientists are known for their

ability to communicate their work to a lay

audience, and plant scientists have an addi-

tional handicap: plant anatomy, life histo-

ries, photosynthesis, and other aspects of

plant biology feel alien to our human,

“mammal-centric” worldview. But keeping

the public informed about recent develop-

ments in plant sciences is important. If you

doubt this, consider the public controversy

and boycotts surrounding genetically modi-

fied plants and the resulting impact on

world trade.

The U.S. Botanic Garden (USBG) and

other public gardens around the country are

places that have experience in the interpreta-

tion of plant sciences for their visitors. Part-

nering with your local botanic garden or

science center on an exhibit or program may

be an especially effective way to reach a

broad audience. Here are some of the

exhibits and programs that the USBG has

launched during the past five years:

• “Going Where They Grow” featured the

work of four scientists from the Department

of Botany at the National Museum of Natural

History (NMNH) who were working on

floristic surveys in Hawaii, Hispaniola, Mexi-

co, and Myanmar. The importance of the

research was tied to documenting biodiversi-

ty and providing information for conserva-

tion and stewardship plans. To “hook” the

public, we tapped into the yearning for

adventure. In addition to photographs and

text, we presented an “unpacked” trunk with

its binoculars, climbing rope, machete, and

other contents, along with the actual packing

list made by one of the scientists on the trip.

• “Plants for the New Millennium” examined

the controversial topic of genetically modi-

fied plants. In addition to the what, how, and

why of this research, we presented case histo-

ries that showcased the development of vari-

eties with nutritional enhancement (golden

rice), herbicide resistance (Bt corn and cot-

ton), and viral resistance (papaya). To

counter their “Franken-plant” image, we pre-

sented genetically modified corn and cotton

in pots growing alongside traditionally pro-

duced hybrids. We also obtained proprietary

“vaccine banana” plants and safely presented

them (with USDA’s blessing!) in tall open-

topped vitrines. Seeing the actual plants in

an objective context proved to be an impor-

tant factor in overcoming fear and freeing

visitors to examine the arguments both for

and against genetic modification.

• “sLowlife” is a traveling exhibit produced by

the Chicago Botanic Garden, the USBG,

Indiana University, ASPB, and NSF that fea-

tures the time-lapse movies of Roger

Hangarter (Indiana University) and others.

The exhibit interprets tropisms, photosyn-

thesis, nutation, chloroplast movement in

response to varying light intensity, and other

dynamic aspects of plant life. Presented as

high science in an art-gallery style, the exhibit

challenges many of the commonly held

attitudes about plants while showcasing their

beauty and connection to humans. More

information about sLowlife can be found at

www.sLowlife-exhibit.org.

Education

Dr. John Kress, chairman of botany, peers into the center of an Amorphophallus titanum on
display at the USBG in 2005. Kress and other  scientists from NMNH were on hand during its
display to answer the public’s questions and explain its unusual life history.
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